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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Indicators of Ambiguous Loss in Families with Traumatic Brain Injured Members
by
Mynda Ohs
Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Family Studies
Loma Linda University, september 2015
Dr. Brian Distelberg, Chairperson

People who have encountered medical traumas can experience significant changes
in their lives. As a result, the family members become caregivers and experience
increased stress and ambiguous losses (AL). These losses are often unacknowledged even
by the family and cause significant distress. It is important that the family acknowledge
these losses and allow themselves time to grieve and adapt to the changes in their lives.
While it is widely known that caregivers experience this stress, and programs exist to
help support these families, there is less known about the effectiveness of these programs.
This study has been designed to explore the commonly used interventions in these
programs. The study will use a phenomenological approach and qualitative methodology
to identify what aspects of AL is addressed through the existing interventions provided
for families following a medical trauma. The researcher hopes that the present study will
help in providing insight into the efficacy of existing interventions, and offer
modifications that could enhance this efficacy.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The Term traumatic accident is used to describe such incidents that occur
suddenly, with minimal warning, and cause significant damage to individuals’ health and
wellbeing (Cardona, Hurn, Mason, Scanlon, Veise-Berry, 1994). The most frequent types
of traumatic accidents include spinal cord injury (SCI) (Liverman, Altevogt, Joy &
Johnson, 2004), TBI (TBI) (Horner, Selassie, Lineberry, Ferguson & Labbate, 2008) and
motor vehicle injury (MVI) (Dougall, Robert, Posluszny, Fullerton & Baum, 2001). Such
accidents can leave the patient injured or disabled temporarily or permanently. Due to
these traumatic accidents, individuals often experience a number of negative
psychological responses including anger, depression and shame (Horner et al., 2008).
Although it is widely acknowledged that the injured individual requires help in order to
understand and cope with the long-term implication of the incident (Crooks, Zumsteg &
Bell, 2007), the experiences of these individual’s family members have all too often been
overlooked in the literature and in practice.
Boss (2007) uses the term Ambiguous Loss (AL) to describe the distress and
reduced quality of relationships experienced by the family and friends of the injured
individual. An individual is said to experience AL when they perceive someone as being
physically present but psychologically absent, or psychologically present but physically
absent. AL is associated with the loss of dreams, plans and experiences that can be
difficult for the person to articulate. This interferes with the grieving process, but usually
this interference is not attended to adequately (Boss. 2007). While some interventions do
exist that address the needs and questions of family members experiencing AL in the
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aftermath of a traumatic accident (Campbell, 2003), there is little empirical investigation
as to the effectiveness of these interventions. Information about the efficacy of these
interventions will help in the further development of these primary programs and
interventions. This study has been designed as a means of understanding the families
experiences of interventions following a traumatic accident. Findings from this study will
contribute to the effectiveness of programs aimed at helping family members, and
primary caregivers, coping with AL.

Background
Patients suffering from medical trauma are usually brought into a medical setting
in significant distress and the medical staff is expected to attend primarily to the patient
rather than interact with the family at the onset (Sheaffer, 2010). While the patient is
being treated, the family is often required to wait until the medical caregivers are able to
provide them with some information, since it can take a while to develop a prognosis
(Klum, 2012). These waits can be long and anxiety provoking. As the treatment
continues, it could take time for information about the prognosis to become fully
available. In cases where the family is included in the treatment process, the extent of this
involvement usually concludes with psycho educational interventions focused on
teaching the family how the patient will need additional support and encouragement
(Klum, 2012; Sheaffer, 2010). Rarely do these treatments consider the stress and changes
within the family system itself (Sheaffer, 2010). Unfortunately, hospitals are typically not
equipped to help the family of survivors to respond to and cope with their own emotions
associated with the incident. Consequently, these families rarely address the shock and
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ambiguity with respect to the changes in their lives. As a result, families can experience
ambiguity about their roles in the family, the implications of the diagnosis and prognosis
on their personal lives and for the patient (Rietdijk, Togher & Power, 2012). This
ambiguity can become more and more difficult to address for the family and this may
interfere with their ability to respond adequately to the patient’s needs (Sheaffer, 2010).
Because of this situation, the family might experience a variety of emotions
ranging from anxiety and despair as they are faced with each new piece of information.
For example, Kreutzer et al., (2009) found that while about 57% of the actual survivors of
traumatic accidents showed depressive symptoms, about 80% of family members
reported similar symptoms. This evidence indicates that the family does experience
significant distress in the event of a family member being injured.
TBI is considered to be a growing public health concern. It is thought to be a major
cause of disability and mortality among younger individuals and the global TBI
incidences are sharply rising chiefly because of increasing use of motor vehicles in
middle and lower income countries. Many individuals are not aware of the magnitude of
the problems related to the TBI and do not perceive this injury as a preventable public
health care concern. Because of the lack of awareness TBI is considered an
unpredictable, tragic “accident” incorrectly perpetuating the idea that such injuries are
inevitable and unavoidable.
Beyond the initial anxiety experienced at the time of the injury, the family also
experiences ongoing stress and anxiety throughout the recovery process (Bomar, 2004).
Since family members of survivors often are the primary caregivers (Sheaffer, 2010) the
process of recovery usually requires the family to make a number of changes in their
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lives. As a result, they face a great amount of uncertainty about their new role in the
family system and the implications of these roles (Landau & Hissett, 2008). Additionally,
these family members often feel hesitant about discussing the changes within the family
because they are concerned about hurting the patient emotionally or impeding the
recovery process (Landau & Hissett, 2008).
Due to the complex challenges associated with a traumatic injury it can take time
for the family to adjust to their new roles, and during this process, the family may
experience guilt about taking over a role that was previously the survivor’s responsibility.
Many times the family members experience frustration about juggling multiple roles
(Klum, 2012; Bomar, 2004). Some individuals may believe that they are unable to step
up adequately to the tasks. These negative emotional experienced within the family have
been found to influence the patient’s recovery process. For example, Hanks, Rapport and
Vangel (2011) found that when families were more stressed, patients showed slower
recovery and experienced more roadblocks. They believe that the patient’s recovery was
directly affected by the moods of their caregivers. Anecdotally, both the patient in the
accident and their family members are motivated by the notion of regaining the life and
level of functioning they had prior to the accident. However, this task often becomes too
daunting and adds to the stress experienced by all individuals within the family system.
Michaels et al. (2000) reveals significant decreases in the standard of living for these
families. According to their study, only 64% of patients are able to return to work within
12 months, and 22.9% were considered legally disabled and forced to survive on
disability compensation. Given that worker's compensation is often limited, either in time
or amount, it is not unexpected that as many as 47% of these families report some form of
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financial difficulty (Michaels et al., 2000). This issue is compounded by the added
financial strains of treatments and therapy which requires financial resources but also
time and energy of the family (Klum, 2012). While these caregivers are often extremely
willing to provide the physical and financial support necessary for recovery, these
situations usually, deplete the family’s resources (Krpan, Levine, Struss & Dawson,
2007). In most cases, returning to “the way things were” is not an option due to the type
and extent of injuries sustained by the patient or due to the changes in the family system
as they move through the recovery process. Accepting these changes can be difficult for
everyone in the family system (Krpan et al., 2007).
Boss (1999) describes the loss within these families as AL. Based on the premises
of symbolic interactionism, role theory, and family systems theory (Carroll, Olsen, and
Buckmiller, 2007); AL describes the trauma faced by family members as the experience
that occurs due to the prolonged vagueness and absence of information about the status of
the injured family member. The fact that this individual is present in their lives, but
remains absent either physically (due to being in a hospital, nursing home, or missing) or
psychologically (unable to interact, understand events or is coping with changes due to
the accident) can be traumatizing to family members who are used to the individual
playing a particular role in their lives. Because the individual is not completely absent,
the grieving process for the family may be stalled or unacknowledged (Boss, 2006). This
then affects the interpretations of the accident and other related events. The strong
underpinnings of symbolic interactions and systems theory in AL suggest that not only is
the interpretation of events affected, but also the definition of the family unit itself may
be negatively affected.
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Feelings like those described above can be difficult to deal with and can cause
significant stress for family members who are attempting to aid the recovery of a loved
one (Klum, 2012). Often, these family members are simply provided with information
about the illness and about the treatment procedures available for the patient of the
accident, but there is little attention to the emotional responses of the family, especially if
the medical staff is pressed for time (Goodhead & McDonald, 2007). The most frequently
used interventions often consist of psych education focused on the physical illness and
about resources needed to support the injured person. The guilt, anger, fear and other
negative affects experienced by these family members are often not attended to
(McFarlane, Dixon, Lukens, & Lucksted, 2003) in spite of research that shows that when
family members and caregivers demonstrate better psychological wellbeing, they are able
to provide better care to the injured family member (Hanks, Rapport & Vangel, 2011).
Although support groups exist for those who sustain outright losses like death and
physical or mental disability, many of these interventions include only education and
support components for the injured individual (Richman & Cook, 2004) (McFarlane et
al., 2003). While these programs provide valuable information and problem solving skills
to participants, they do not fully address the emotional responses of the individuals. Some
others have noted additions to these programs, focused on the family system, which
provide a more effective and sustainable support (Murphy & Rosen, 2006; Charles,
Butera-Prinzi, & Perlesz, 2007). These techniques are more intensive and will be
explored in more detail in a future chapter. These interventions do seem to help in
responding to other emotional issues that can arise in families, like survivor guilt, fear
and feelings of inadequacy that also cause severe distress to family members. While these
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family system based approaches seem more effective, there is a lack of evidence to
support this belief. Furthermore, there is lack of clarity in the components of these
programs. Before further effectiveness studies can be performed, we must understand
these programs in regards to the processes, levels of analysis and leverages used.

Objectives
The purpose of this study is to explore the common elements of intervention
programs for family members caring for individuals who experience traumatic accidents.
This study will identify common areas of emphasis within these programs and identify
areas of improvement. To accomplish this end, this study will explore the experiences of
family members within intervention programs through the lens of AL. This research aims
to identify whether these intervention programs address the emotional needs of
participants and if not, what areas are not being addressed. This research will also explore
whether the interventions equip participants with the ability to cope effectively with AL.

Rationale
Knowledge about existing interventions and their strengths and limitations would
help in improving these programs directly, but also help in the development of new and
effective interventions. The results of this study will direct the course of further research
by identifying intervention strategies and programs whose efficacy needs to be verified.
These results will also help by potentially uncovering aspects of psychological wellbeing
that may be relevant to explore in future AL and trauma studies.
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This study will help practitioners choose intervention programs for clients coping
with AL and help practitioners identify and respond to the emotional needs of families.
The ability to understand and reach out to the family members not only results in
enhanced wellbeing for the family, but for the patient as well. Thus, it would be
associated with improved prognosis in at least some if not all cases.
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CHAPTER TWO
THEORETICAL LENS FOR THE STUDY

Symbolic Interaction (SI)
Cook (1993) described SI theory as the lens for understanding a family as a unit
of interacting personalities. People interact using a number of symbols such as words,
gestures, rules, and roles (LaRossa & Reitzes, 2005); and SI examines these symbols to
understand the interaction between people and the interactions that people have with their
environment. People seem to use symbols to give meaning to their world (Stryker, 1968),
and can develop very complex sets of symbols that can include many different types of
symbols (LaRossa & Reitzes, 2005). For example, certain behaviors and statements may
be used regularly between members of a family to encourage and enhance relationships
or to provide reassurance about the relationship shared. Understanding the use of symbols
in interaction can help to understand human behavior in different situations.
LaRossa and Reitzes (2005) described the framework of SI as consisting of seven
core assumptions, which may be used to connect three basic principle themes. Table 1
summarizes the themes and assumptions in SI.
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Table 1 Themes and Assumptions in SI
Theme 1: Importance of meanings

Assumption 1: People’s actions towards

associated with human behavior

an object are associated with the meanings
assigned to that object.
Assumption 2: Meanings arise out of
significant interactions
Assumption 3: Meanings are adjusted with
experience

Theme 2: Development of the self-concept

Assumption 4: The self-concept is
developed through interaction
Assumption 5: The self-concept provides
motive for choice of behavior

Theme 3: Importance of social processes

Assumption 6: Social and cultural norms
impact behavior
Assumption 7: People use everyday
interactions to understand social structure.

The first theme emphasizes the importance of meanings embedded in human
behavior. This theme explores the value that ascribed meanings have for people as they
attempt to make sense of their environment and their lives. Related to this theme, are
three core assumptions of SI. The first assumption is that human beings act in particular
ways toward things or people based on the meanings that they attribute to these
individuals. This implies that things do not have inherent meanings that are universal; but
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the meaning that a particular individual ascribes to them depends on how that individual
defines them and assigns importance to them. In turn, these ascribed meanings shape the
actions that are directed toward the thing in question. For example, family members may
ascribe importance to the father coming home in the evening, particularly if there are
young children at home. This could include considering the evening as family time,
which would motivate all family members to free themselves for the evening each day.
Thus, understanding the definitions people have for objects, events, structures, etc. can
help in understanding their behavior in context to the said object (Cook & Douglas,
1998).
The second assumption under the principle describing the importance of meanings
is that these meanings are ascribed to such things that rise out of interactions with
significant others (LaRossa & Reitzes, 2005). In other words, people use cues from social
interactions to understand the meanings that needs to be ascribed to the object. No
individual is born with the knowledge of these meanings, but rather, they collect this
information through their interactions. For example, members of one family may attach
importance to a particular festival, while another family may be indifferent towards the
same festival. In this case, the members of the first family have learned to find the
festival and their roles during it important, while the members of the second family have
learned to attach no value to this particular event.
This brings the discussion to the third assumption, which is that meanings are not
constant or rigid, but can change through an interpretive process as the individual gains
new experiences and has new interactions. People continually adjust the meanings that
they ascribe to events or objects, which in turn guides changes in actions. An example of
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this is what happens when a child changes the way they view a family event as they grow
up. Often, a child may find that previously tedious events meaningful because they gain
experiences that help them attach value to the event. The third assumption also suggests
that meanings are changed through an interpretive process. In this regard people assign
meanings to objects as they interact with it and continue to refine these meanings with
further interactions. In other words, people interpret meaning in something in light of
their personal views and knowledge, and this guides their course of action in the future.
The individual interpretation of the meaning of an object acts as a guiding force in
determining the course of action; and thus actions chosen can change based on the
interpretation of the object. Thus, different people or different times are associated with
different actions under similar circumstances.
The second theme is associated with the development of the self-concept. There
are two assumptions that are classified under this theme; that self-concept is created
through social interaction, which provides an important motive for choosing a behavior.
The fourth assumption is that self-concept is created through interaction with one’s
environment the family provides the first opportunities to interact, and thus plays an
important role in the development of the self-concept (Stryker, 1968). For example,
children learn to believe that they have certain strengths and weaknesses based on what
their parents tell them. A child who is told that he/she is a good person will develop a
positive self-concept as compared to a child who does not receive much positive
reinforcement. The fifth assumption states that a developed self-concept drives behavior.
This occurs since the self-concept is associated with a number of important factors in
symbolic interactionism. This includes factors like self-value, self-beliefs, self-feelings,
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and positive self-assessment (Cook & Douglas, 1998) such that positive evaluations of
the self are associated with self-initiated actions. Such people are also able to desist from
exhibiting behaviors that are not in line with personal principles or values (White &
Klein, 2008). For example, the child who is told by his/her parents that he/she it capable
of succeeding at a task is more likely to try the task, while a child who is told to expect
failure will be less likely to get involved in the task. Thus, the theme of self-concept may
be useful in predicting and understanding the choice of behaviors that people will show in
a given set of circumstances.
The third theme in SI emphasizes the social process and the interactions between
different elements such as individual freedom and social constraints. Under this theme
there are again two assumptions. The sixth assumption of the theory of SI states that
larger process within a culture or a society can and do have a significant impact on
individuals and small groups. Blummer (1969) has suggested tradition, folklore and
social expectations can affect family patterns such as interactions, roles and
commitments. These influences can be subtle and often unnoticed as well as distinctly
visible and establish expectations for how people shall respond to certain situations.
Drastic or sudden change to these patterns can cause discord to occur among family
members (Blummer, 1969). An example of this may be found when comparing different
cultures. The power structure and the dynamics between family members is different in
different cultures, and the way a behavior is interpreted in one culture can be very
different as compared to how it is treated in another culture. The seventh and last
assumption is that people use every day interactions to understand social structure. Thus,
although most people are aware that a situation has objective conditions and may have,
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ideal responses based on these conditions; they are likely to use their personal and
subjective understanding of social structure in the process of making choices and
representing the situation. For example, while a family may be aware of organ donation
as an option when a death occurs, they may decide against it in favor of religious norms
or a senior family member’s wishes.

Family Systems Theory
Systems theory in psychology attempts to explain the behavior of an individual
with respect to the systems within which the individual functions and gathers experience
(Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2008). According to this theory, humans cannot be
understood in isolation, as behavior, attitude and emotion are constantly affected by the
interactions that the individual has with others. Thus, in order to understand the reasons
for why a person experiences the thoughts and emotions that they do, it is necessary to
understand the context within which they experience these thoughts and emotions
(Mendenhall & Berge, 2010). Family systems theory is a branch of systems psychology
that focuses on the interactions within the family. Developed by Murray Bowen among
others, the main premise of this theory is that the relationships shared by the members of
a family share a strong connection to the mental health of these individuals, and it is
important to understand the role of the person in their family and the feedback that they
receive for this role (Gavazzi, 2011).
Family systems theory discusses the inter-relationships shared by members of a
family, and the manner in which these persons interact to form the structure of the family.
The theory emphasizes the manner in which the individual characteristics of individuals
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contribute to the structure of the family. According to Bowen (1978), families have
established and predictable patterns in which they interact. These patterns are cyclical
and provide a sense of familiarity to the participants of these interactions. Families also
have boundaries, and it can be difficult to include new members or exclude old members
Thus, when a new member comes into the family by way of marriage, birth or other
means (or when one leaves due to death, moving away, etc.) it can become difficult for
the existing members to changes their patterns of interaction to accommodate the changes
in the family system.
A family is more than just the sum total of the persons in includes. The family
itself exists as a unit (Bowen, 1978; Mendenhall & Berge, 2010) and has its own rules
and norms that each new member has to abide by (at least to some extent). It is often
difficult for family members to articulate these rules and regulations since they are
organic and develops slowly, and is often embraced by members without conscious effort
(Brown, 1999). As families grow, they develop subsystems and groups within the larger
family unit. These subsystems function like coalitions and can have their own internal
rules and norms that are followed by the members. Subsystems are slightly more
dynamic, since they have fewer members (Brown, 1999); and they can expand to include
more members or contract to adjust to fewer members as required.
According to a number of family systems theorists, patterns develop in families to
reduce anxiety (Brown, 1999). These patterns may be defined by the interactions between
a numbers of concepts. The first of them is the extent of emotional fusion, which may
also be called a lack of differentiation between family members (Brown, 1999). Different
families exhibit fusion to different levels, with some families showing high fusion and
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others showing very little (Bowen, 1978). When families experience high fusion, they are
likely to disregard the needs and choices of the individual for the overall good of the
family. The second concept discussed by Bowen is that of Triangling. Triangles form in a
family system when there is anxiety within a dyad, and a third party is involved in order
to reduce the anxiety. Triangles can help identify issues and are clearly visible when the
family unit experiences stress (Bowen, 1978). They may be said to be a symptom of an
impasse within a dyad and are often considered dysfunctional when they develop stress
within the larger family system.
While fusion provides opportunities for Triangling, the resultant stress manifests
itself on some of the family members, and affects the emotional system (Gavazzi, 2011).
The family’s emotional system can be affected in one of three ways – through couple
conflict, symptoms of distress in one spouse or symptoms found in children. These
symptoms and conflicts are proof of the presence of some anxiety (Bowen, 1978), and
affect different family members in different ways. Children are particularly sensitive to
anxiety producing events, and respond to them by becoming impaired in their actions.
The projection of the parents’ anxiety on children does occur in all families to some
extent, but is more likely to occur when a family is experiencing distress (Brown, 1999;
Gavazzi, 2011). Sometimes different generations try to develop an emotional cutoff,
which involves the creation of an emotional distance (Bowen, 1978). Most families will
experience some form of growing apart between generations as children grow up, but
sometimes this can occur within the context of a significant negative event. Most families
also experience a passing on of the patterns, roles and themes of interaction from
generation to generation. This process of multi-generational transmission differs for each
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child in a family unit based on the amount of Triangling that the child has had with its
parents (Bowen, 1978). The position of the child among siblings also seems to play a
crucial role in the way they are involved in family interactions, and the extent to which
they are vulnerable to being included into triangles (Brown, 1999).
Family systems are largely studied from a therapeutic perspective. Therapists
believe that it is possible to help foster change and development of healthy coping
mechanisms for individuals by treating the family as a single unit and understanding the
distress that is experienced not only by individual members, but also by the unit as a
whole (Gale, 2007). The stress and changes that are typically associated with AL can
cripple normal functioning in a family; and it is important to recognize and address this
alongside working with individual family members.

Ambiguous Loss (AL)
Understanding AL helps detail the experiences of individuals who experience
traumatic events. For the purpose of this study, understanding the experience of AL helps
isolate critical events and experiences of participants. The concept of AL is grounded in
symbolic interactionism, role theory, and family systems theory (Carroll, Olsen, &
Buckmiller, 2007). AL encapsulates the experience of vagueness and lack of clarity that
is associated with a perceived loss. People experiencing AL feel that there is a lack of
information regarding the status and object of loss. A result, these individuals experience
a dissonance between a loved one being present and absent (Boss, 2007). More
specifically, AL occurs when an individual in the family experiences a traumatic event
and is either present physically but absent psychologically, or present psychologically but
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absent physically. Such an experience is traumatizing for the family and others, and they
are often unable to respond adequately to the situation or to grieve for the loss that they
experience or perceive (Boss, 2006). Often these situations create ambiguity within the
roles played by family members, and affect the way the family as a unit is defined. To
this end, Boss (2007) outlines seven assumptions that form the theoretical basis of AL.
The first assumption of AL theory is that psychological family experience things
in a different manner in contrast to legal and physical family. The psychological family is
essentially the gestalt of the perceptions that family members have about the family, and
the way they feel about it (Boss, 2007). This internal psychological interpretation of the
family can continue even in the physical absence of a family member. Boss (1980) found
strong examples of this when exploring the experiences of wives of soldiers who were.
The wives in her study demonstrated a number of negative outcomes in personal and
emotional adjustment such as, feeling lonely, missing their husbands, experiencing lack
of social support, and also a sense of having too many responsibilities. It was also
observed that these negative outcomes were greater for women who preferred to live in
more traditional marital and familial roles. On the other hand, women with less
traditional role expectations reported fewer symptoms. Boss (1980) believed that the
difference occurred because the traditional wives felt more hesitant about taking on
responsibilities that were associated with the husband even though the husband was not
present to fulfill the role.
The second assumption in AL theory is that the severity of the boundary
ambiguity is directly associated with the severity of the symptoms experienced by the
family members. Boundary ambiguity (BA) is defined as an uncertainty about who is in
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the family system, when they are there, or what role they occupy (Boss, Greenberg &
Pearce-McCall, 1990; Carroll, Olsen & Buckmiller, 2007). In order to re-establish
healthy relationships, the family needs to regenerate new roles for all members. This
involves developing new routines, taking on new responsibilities and essentially filling
the gap left by the missing family member. But BA can block the regenerative process
through which new roles and rituals are established in a family (Boss, 2007). Landau and
Hissett (2008) described BA as including the loss of the injured person’s position in the
family as well as the loss of the family configuration as it once was. Families of persons
who experience a TBI often have to work through BA as these individual experiences a
number of functional losses. Individuals who experience TBI frequently report losses in
self-awareness and confidence as well as an increase in self-doubt and depleted selfimage (Landau & Hissett, 2008). Landau and Hissett (2008) also believe that such
changes affect the family’s perception of the injured member’s role and could continue to
perpetuate these perceptions for an undefined period. The ambiguity experienced by
family members in this context can exert considerable stress, which in turn is associated
with a breakdown in different relationships, including those with partners, parents and
children. Family members may also suffer other consequences such as guilt and
depression because of the added stress in their lives (O’Brien, 2007). Patrick-Ott and
Ladd (2010) related the concept of BA to Olshansky’s (1962) theory of chronic sorrow,
which emphasizes the emotional meaning of any loss. For example, parents of children
who are injured will experience the loss of the “whole” child: (what the child would have
been or done in life). They also suggest that this process is pervasive throughout the
parent’s life. As they are likely to revisit the grief with each event, in which the disability
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of the child hinders his/her ability to master actions or make choices. Boss (1999)
believes that it is this ambiguity that presents a challenge to the family system and thus
results in negative outcomes.
The third assumption made is that cultural beliefs and values influence the
family’s ability to manage the perceptions of loss. Allen (2007) found evidence for this
assumption in a study about the experiences of same sex couples caught in custody
battles. The participants in this study showed feelings of anger, abandonment, and
depression connecting to the unfair laws, lack of social support, and often the loss of the
non-biological child. The author concluded cultural and society beliefs against same sex
marriages and unclear definitions of legal guidelines caused couples and children to
experience immobilizing situations that hindered their coping. Other studies have also
found evidence for the role of cultural and social beliefs. Hernandez and Wilson (2007)
studied the experiences of women in a religious community who got divorced because
their husbands were gay and found that that women experienced preoccupation with the
situation, feelings of despair and of responsibility for their children and husband, as well
as disorientation and uncertainty regarding their religious beliefs about homosexuality.
They also found that although couples tried to keep outward appearances of the marriage
alive in many cases, the woman experienced significant ambiguity about the nature of the
relationship and their roles and responsibilities within it. Having a platonic relationship
under the guise of marriage created boundary ambiguity between partners, which
increased the chances of more intense negative outcomes.
The notion that culture had an impact of grief and it’s manifestations and on the
meanings people associate with loss and AL became well recognized amongst grief
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counselors after the 9/11 attacks (Boss et al., 2003). There seemed to be distinct
differences in the rituals associated with death, grief, and ambiguity in the European
Americans and African American communities. While the European Americans were
more reserved in their depiction of grief and believed in avoiding public display of
emotion as “keep a stiff upper lip, get over it, and move on” (p. 459), people with other
racial and cultural backgrounds were more direct, intimate, and expressive about their
notions of grief and their rituals associated with loss. Thus, although it is reasonable to
expect that certain events will lead to the experience of loss, it is important to note that
each person will experience and respond to this loss differently based on their cultural
and social norms.
The fourth assumption proposes that truth is relative to the individual or the
family, and this is more so when information about the event of loss is not available
(Boss, 2007). Families often have to cope with situations in which they do not receive
information immediately, and may sometimes have to wait a considerable amount of time
before there is any clarity about the situations and how it affects them. They are thus
required to create their own version of reality as a means of asserting some control over
the situation. This helps the family members to continue to live, create new meanings and
move forward even in the face of unanswered questions (Boss, 2007). These are difficult
tasks for families and often, the nature of their loss can make it difficult for them to
successfully construct new meanings and definitions about their lives and their families.
Children seem to have a particularly hard time in grasping the complexity of the
loss situation and responding to it effectively. The associated issues are evident when
studying children in foster care as conducted by Lee and Whiting, (2007). These
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researchers attempted to understand the manner in which children were able to
understand and manage the sometimes-continuous absence of information about their
families. This included information about the status of family members, disagreements
with and concerning family members, and most importantly, the lack of social validation
about the fact that these events were associated with losses. Many of the children they
spoke to seemed to have unresolved grief, confusion and ambivalence about their status,
and even feelings of guilt. These children were often unable to grasp the paradox of their
family being psychologically present but physically absent (Lee & Whiting, 2007). They
did find that some children were more resilient and were able to construct new meanings
about their relationships and new ideas of family life that involved the foster families
(Lee & Whiting, 2007). Such children seemed happier and better adjusted by all
accounts, providing evidence for this assumption.
The fifth assumption stated by Boss (2007) is that loss is in essence a relational
issue. In other words, it is necessary to use a broader focus in understanding the
experiences of the family members so that it includes aspects of life beyond the injury
and the injured family member. It has been noted that the injured family members may
present with emotional symptoms such as depression, withdrawal and anxiety (Landau &
Hissett, 2008). It has also been noted that the family members show similar emotional
symptoms, and may even present with psychosomatic features (Landau & Hissett, 2008).
Family members may experience ambiguity about the roles of themselves or others, the
rules around the house, and boundaries between family members as a result of the
ambiguity surrounding the recovery of the injured family member (Landau & Hissett,
2008). Thus, the experience of AL includes in its essence a lack of clarity regarding the
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ways that family members are supposed to behave with, and around each other. Because
of this, family members become unsure of whether it would be appropriate to follow the
old norms or whether to establish new rules and roles. Research shows that symptoms
from chronic illness (Boss & Couden, 2002) and pain from injuries (Landau & Hissett,
2008) can change the way people relate to themselves and those closest to them due to
ambiguity. Additionally, families may withhold important information from the injured
person in an attempt to avoid causing negative feelings such as guilt, blame, alienation, or
rejection (Boss, 2008).
The sixth assumption states that families have a natural instinct for resiliency in
the face of stress. If families faced with AL believe that the situation cannot change or
that information is not forthcoming, they will accommodate the limitations in the
situation by changing the meanings and definitions of what they are hoping for (Abrams,
2001). Thus, these individuals are required to accept the status of the injured family
member as it is along with the new limitations and changes. These new meanings are not
based on hopes and desires about the present or past, but on the potential future
circumstances. To develop effective definitions, people must move past their grief and
evaluate the possible scenarios for future events. This can often be difficult for family
members if they have not acknowledged and addressed their grief. Boss (2007) believes
that those who address this grief are better able to form these meanings as compared to
those who have not.
The seventh and final assumption with regard to AL is that the experience of the
loss exists outside of the ability of any instrument to capture it completely (Boss, 2007).
Carroll, Olsen, and Buckmiller, (2007) also warn that a single objective measure may not
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be the best way to capture the experience of AL, particularly given that people who are
experiencing it are often unaware of doing so.
Most of the prominent research conducted in the field of AL has placed a greater
emphasis on exploring the definitions and meanings developed by a family with respect
to the loss suffered (Carroll, Olsen & Buckmiller, 2007). These papers also discuss the
variations found in the manner in which AL is manifested and the relationship that AL
has with the triggering event so that as the intensity and the duration of the triggering
event changes, the experience of AL may change for the family.
Finally, the most important issue is that the experience of AL is associated with
constant flux and the same person may experience different thoughts and emotions based
on the events that occur around them. Thus, it is difficult for any one objective instrument
to capture the full essence of the experience of AL even for one individual. The criticism
of the theory of AL often focus on this factor; but it is important to understand the nature
of the experience of AL in a holistic manner if one is to respond to it appropriately. Thus,
it is important to gather information through multiple sources before trying to describe or
respond to the family’s experience of AL.
Boss’s (2007) theory of AL rests on the premise that meaning ascribed to
individuals, family roles, rules, and structure by people has the most significant impact on
the experiences of loss and the grieving process. These core constructs of AL are
supported by the theory of symbolic interactionism (SI). The SI theory describes how
people use symbols to interact and how these symbols are important in understanding the
roles and functions within a group or unit (Cook, 1993). The difference between AL and
SI is the depth at which meaning is explored. AL describes settings and populations that
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are affected by the meanings people place on objects. On the other hand SI provides
insight regarding the way people create meaning in general.

Interactions between Theories
The information that is generated from any one theory is very valuable (Bengston
et al., 2005). However, the interactions that occur between the components of theories
can help in gaining a heightened understanding of events as they occur. Systems theory
provides a focus for therapeutic decisions as well as a framework for understanding the
experiences of persons who suffer AL. It allows the researcher and the therapist to
emphasize the function of the family system and the context it provides in understanding
the experiences of individual members. This allows them to develop and use a more
detailed account of the experiences of family members. The interaction between theories
of SI and AL may be observed in the way that people create meaning that is associated
with the experience of AL within the context set by their experiences. The first theme in
SI describes the importance that people attach to meanings, while AL explores how
people define or attach meaning to their family structure when a family member is
psychologically present but physically absent and vice versa (Boss, 1999). Ambiguity in
these situations creates a necessity to recreate meanings in order for families to adapt to
the new situation. Similarly, the second assumption of AL suggests that families who
continue to ineffectively recreate meaning have blurry boundaries and experience more
intense negative outcomes while the third theme in SI discusses how social processes and
contexts like families influence the way people respond to situations. Thus, using the
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theories of AL and SI simultaneously helps in developing the concepts within both
theories individually (Bengston et al., 2005; Lavee & Dollahite, 1991).
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CHAPTER THREE
LITERATURE REVIEW
This study has been designed as a means of understanding the emotional
experiences of family members of patients who have suffered from traumatic incidents,
and of evaluating the efficacy of the various interventions available for such persons. It is
believed that a number of these individuals may experience AL (Boss, 2007). The
presence of AL, compounded with the other demands on the family system, can cause
these family members to experience a significant amount of stress that can affect their
daily functioning, their relationships and their ability to provide care to the injured
person. Currently few interventions exist that address these needs within the family
(Klum, 2012). This study shall attempt to fill this void in the literature by examining
whether existing programs help family members understand and cope with the symptoms
of AL.
In this chapter, I will first explain the nature of medical trauma, the impact it has
on the patient and on the family members and the behavioral and emotional responses of
family members. The researcher shall also describe AL and its impact on family
members, taking care to describe how it prevents effective adaptation. The nature of grief
shall also be discussed. Finally, the researcher shall discuss the various interventions
available, and describe their purposes. This literature should provide a comprehensive
understanding of the pertinent variables, so that the motivations for this research may be
understood.
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Medical Trauma
Medical trauma refers to injuries caused by either blunt or penetrating forces that
require medical attention (Cardona, Hurn, Mason, Scanlon, &Veise-Berry, 1994). Blunt
traumas include injuries that are caused by motor vehicle accidents (MVAs), falls,
explosions and sports injuries (Cole, 2004). A typical case of penetrating trauma is
caused when any sharp object breaks skin and enters the flesh, including knives and gun
bullets (Horner et al., 2008). According to Cole (2004), such traumatic injuries are
believed to be the leading cause of death for individuals below the age of 40. Research
regarding medical trauma documents the experience of victims, but rarely focuses on the
emotional trauma experienced by non-involved family members.
A bulk of the cases that report medical trauma – both blunt and penetrating
trauma – include traumatic brain injuries (TBI), spinal cord injuries (SCI) and serious
injuries caused in MVAs (Cardona et al., 1994). Each of these conditions can have life
altering consequences for not only the survivor, but also for their entire family. This
includes changes in lifestyle, roles and responsibilities among others. The study shall
focus on the experiences of family members of survivors of such cases of serious medical
trauma.
TBI is a diagnosis that is given when an individual experiences an extended
period of lose consciousness as the result of a significant head injury. The severity of the
case is determined by the amount of time the individual remains unconscious (Lanai &
Hissett, 2008). TBI can have short- and long- term consequences in the form of decreased
neuropsychological functioning (Koponen, 2002), reduced awareness and impulse control
(Moore, 2002), as well as a reduction in executive functioning or the ability to empathize,
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particularly with caregivers (Wamboldt, 1995). Patients with TBI often demonstrate
changes in personality, experience difficulty in thinking clearly or completing tasks that
they were able to do easily before, experience difficulty in continuing intimate
relationships and may even suffer losses in skills they possessed before the accident
(Lanai & Hissett, 2008). Coping with these changes can be difficult not only for the
patient, but also for the family members who may find it difficult to reconcile to these
changes. It is important to note that as one family member’s experiences changes in the
way they function and feel, other family members are forced to undergo changes in the
way they relate to the patient, and this can put the family members under considerable
stress (Campbell, 2003).
SCIs may be defined as sudden injuries to the spinal cord that are significant
enough to warrant life changing physical and lifestyle changes for not only the patient,
but also the family, and typically involve paralysis or extreme weakness in the upper
and/or lower extremities (Liverman, Altevogt, Joy, & Johnson, 2004). SCI’s are also
associated with functional problems like loss of bowel and bladder control, respiratory
issues, loss of movement and control and thus create a need for supervision care giving.
SCI’s thus have the potential to cause extreme change in the daily life and functioning of
a family due to the severe consequences associated with injuries to the spine and the long
term nature of the recovery (Liverman, Altevogt, Joy, & Johnson, 2004). Families coping
with SCI’s often experience similar difficulties as families coping with TBI’s.
MVA’s are road accidents that involve injuries in addition to TBI and SCI. This
can include broken bones and short or long-term damage to vital organs and other body
parts. Although not all MVA’s are serious or require long-term treatment, some accidents
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leave the patient and the family affected for years (Klum, 2012). For example, some
patients may lose the use of a limb, or may suffer disfigurement. Such injuries take a long
time to treat and overcome, causing the patient and the family to invest considerable time
and other resources in the coping with the aftermath of the injury.
For the purpose of this study, the researcher shall include family members of
patients with TBI, SCI and serious MVA injuries. This has been done to provide a larger
lens for the experience of AL in family members of persons who become psychologically
unavailable due to sudden medical incidents. The researcher expects to find participants
whose family members have suffered an injury that has rendered them partially or
completely unavailable to family members.

Impact of Medical Trauma on the Family
When a family member experiences some form of significant medical trauma, the
family members are affected along with the patient. This is especially true when the
patient requires care for a significant period of time. The family members who function
as caregivers are likely to experience significant concerns of their own that are associated
with the changes in their roles in the family as well as their interaction with the patient
(Klum, 1012). As observed above, different family members are affected differently
when they function as caregivers to someone who has suffered a medical trauma.
While it is evident that individual family members are significantly affected by
the stress of having a close family member injured as well as by the tasks associated with
caring for them, the larger family system is also affected (Lezak, 1988). The roles of
many of the family members can change, and this disrupts the interpersonal relationships
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shared by these members (Beigel, Sales & Schulz, 1991). Families may also have to
make a number of changes in their regular activities or may have to make lifestyle
changes due to the needs of the patient and the changed priorities in allocation of
resources. All these experiences can adversely affect the family dynamic. Three major
changes are common in these traumatic injury cases; changes in the family functioning,
changes in the caregivers’ role and changes in the level of burden on the caregiver.

Experiences of Caregivers: Spouses, Parents and Others
Since family members are often the primary caregivers of survivors of medical
trauma, serious injuries in one member can affect the entire family (Klum, 2012). Family
members are required to make changes in roles and priorities and can experience an
increase in stress and symptoms of conditions like anxiety and depression. Issues
experienced by families of survivors of TBI include conflict in relationships, financial
burden, role changes and associated conflict, feelings of being trapped and isolation from
society (Charles, Butera-Prinzi, & Perlesz, 2007). Family caregivers often report feeling
grief about the injury that seems never-ending (Klonoff, 2010) and often seems
compounded by the issues faced by the patient.
Distress of family members may be exhibited in the form of depression
symptoms, anxiety, psychological dysfunction and emotional distress as measured by
self-report scales and other measures (Verhaeghe, Defloor, & Grydonck, 2004). Gender
of the family member and the role they played before the injury has been found to be
strongly associated with the degree of distress experienced, with partners being more
affected than parents (Anderson, Parmenter & Mok, 2002). While parent-child
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relationships are considered relatively unchangeable, spousal relationships are less stable
and more affected when one partner takes on a greater load after an injury occurs to their
loved one (Kolakowsky-Hayner & Kishore, 1999, Kreutzer et al., 2009). Thus, the
relationship can experience greater stress when either spouse feels isolated from the
other, as often happens for the caregiver. Because of this it is not surprising to note that
spouses of patients with TBI who take on the role of caregiver often report more
physiological and psychological health complaints of their own (Ergh, Rapport, Coleman
& Hanks, 2002), exhibit depressive symptoms (Anderson, Parmenter & Mok, 2002) and
perceive the crises as more significant, as compared to parents who act as caregivers to
children with TBI (Carnes & Quinn, 2005).
Although slightly different than spouses, parents who are caregivers also
experience considerable stress. Stress is compounded when the child lives with their
parents after the injury (Aaron, Zaglul & Emery, 1999). This may be explained by the
fact that when the injured child lives with the parents, they interact more with the injury
and its consequences and thus, are more affected by it. Children also experience distress
when a parent experiences a TBI, and may exhibit depressive or anxious symptoms
(Carnes & Quinn, 2005). A child’s ability to cope with a parent’s injury is associated
with the gender of the injured parent, as well as the responses of the non-injured parent
(Carnes & Quinn, 2005). Additionally, children externalize their stress more if the male
parent is injured as compared to the female parent, and exhibit significantly more
externalizing behavior if the mother demonstrates even moderate signs of depression
In addition the stress within the family is positively correlated to the extent of
injuries (Kolakowsky-Hayner, Miner & Kreutzer, 2001). In this case, the kind of
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symptoms exhibited by the patient also determines the extent of distress experienced by
families. Psychological symptoms such as changes in personality, behavior, and
emotional instability on part of the patient are associated with greater distress than
physical symptoms like limited movement and functioning (Ponsford & Schonberger,
2010). Besides symptoms of depression and anxiety, family caregivers may demonstrate
somatic and functional symptoms such as somatic complaints associated with stress
(about 25%) and increased interpersonal family conflict (60 – 68 %) (Ergh, Rapport &
Hanks, 2002).

Caregiver Burden and Issues in Coping
It is evident from the previous literature that caregivers experience significant
stress and burden. Caregivers experience significant changes in their personal lives when
a family member is injured. As observed by Horowitz & Lane (1992), spouses, parents
and children all experience stress to some extent, although they may exhibit it in different
ways. Caregivers show somatic and emotional symptoms of distress quite often, and may
even require medical help to cope with these. For example, parents of children with
disabilities exhibit more depression (O’Brien, 2007) while children of injured parents are
known to externalize more frequently than other children. Verhaeghe, Defloor and
Grypdonck (2005) observed that there is scant research in the way families with TBI cope
with the changes in their lives. The main difference between families coping with
medical injuries and families coping with other degenerative disorders is the suddenness
with which the event occurs. While families are forced to cope with a degenerative
disorder they often have time to accept and respond to the situation at hand, conversely,
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families coping with a medical trauma are completely unprepared for such an event
(Klum, 2012). In this case, Verhaeghe et al. (2005) believes that a significant percentage
of caregivers coping with a medical trauma use proactive emotion based coping methods
including denial, avoidance, and may also rely on the use of tranquilizers and sleep
inducing medication.

Overall Family functioning
Families as a whole can experience acute distress when one person is significantly
injured. Almost all family members exhibit some symptoms of distress such as
depressive symptoms, fear and anxiety; although some may be more affected as
compared to others. Often, day to day functioning is significantly affected, as the family
copes with the traumatic event. For example, children in the family often want to skip
school, or become anxious and externalize this anxiety, while parents and other adults
often internalize their anxiety and feel incapable of going to work, keeping up with
household duties and schedules (Carnes & Quinn, 2005). Family members may
experience anxiety about the changes in their roles. They may also become anxious about
the impact of the incident on long term and short term plans that the family may have for
one or more members. In addition, family members may not be able to communicate their
anxiety, which may lead to breakdown of communication in the family (Bomar, 2004).
This exacerbates the anxiety in the family causing a perpetual cycle of conflict and
anxiety.
Individual family members are liable to experience one or more negative
emotions including fear, sadness, anger anxiety and helplessness. Some people could
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develop physical and cognitive symptoms like headache, nausea or bad dreams, while
family members with existing illnesses could experience a worsening of symptoms
(Bomar, 2004). At the cognitive level, people can experience reduced ability to think,
make decisions and remember things, which can affect the speed and quality of their
work and educational outcomes, diet and interpersonal communication.
If the patient requires continued care, these and other symptoms may persist for
weeks and even months (Carnes & Quinn, 2005). Family members could continue to
experience anxiety, anger and fear, often in unwarranted situations. Family members may
dislike the re-organization of resources and roles, and may consequently feel guilty or
angry about these thoughts (Klum, 2012). Behavioral correlates of such experiences
include reduced ability to work or study effectively and strained interpersonal
communication (Bomar, 2004). Although shared distress can bring family members
closer and make them appreciate each other more; these events also cause severe
disruptions to the functioning of the family as a healthy unit.

Understanding Grief
Smith (2012) has defined grief as ‘a natural response to losses. It is essentially the
emotional suffering that a person experiences when they lose something or someone they
care about. Grief, although predominantly an emotional experience; also includes
cognitive, behavioral, physical, social, and philosophical dimensions of the experience of
loss. The experience of grief and loss is an individual one that affects the development of
the individual as well as the family as a unit. Understanding the individual experience
within the context of the larger units like the family, relationships and the community as a
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whole is important to understand the needs of the individual and to respond to them
(Rolland, 1987). For example, a spouse of someone who suffers an injury may need
support in accepting changes in his/her role within the family unit, while a parent may
need help in accepting changes in the hopes and goals that they have held for a child.
Sometimes individuals and their families are at different points in understanding and
responding to their grief, and it is important to reflect on this gap in order to help all
members of a family cope effectively. Newer theories of grief suggest that coping with
grief is an ongoing process that continues throughout life (Boss, 1999), and it is important
to equip people to respond to situations as they occur.
A well-known model of grief provided by Kubler-Ross (1969) describes the
experience of grief of terminally ill cancer patients through the use of five stages of grief.
This model was developed to understand the experiences of the injured or ill persons, and
does not apply directly to the experiences on family members. According to Kubler-Ross,
a person who has had a loss or is expecting a loss goes through the stages of denial,
anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance in the presented order. According to this
theory, a loss that can cause grief can be difficult to accept, causing denial in the
beginning. Once there is an acknowledgement of the loss, the person experiences anger
about the loss and then tries to bargain with God or some other entity about how to get
out of the loss. Bargaining is not always an attempt to bring back the object of loss, but it
can be a technique that helps the individual accepts that they have tried to avoid the loss
to their best ability (Kubler-Ross, 1969). When bargaining fails, the person experiences
depression and sadness associated with the loss. Finally, there is an acceptance of loss
that paves the road to recovery and normal functioning. It is important to note at this
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point that the time period associated with the different stages varies from person to
person (Kubler-Ross, 1969).
Although Kubler-Ross’ theory has been an important step forward in
understanding grief and loss, it is limited in two ways. The first is that in grief and loss
are not always dependent on the death of an individual, but can occur in AL situations
and additionally, the Kubler-Ross model does not offer much in regards to the systemic
and familial experience of loss (Rolland, 1987). Therefore an additional model of grief
and loss can be a helpful adds on to the existing Kubler-Ross model (McDonald, 1985).
According to the expanded theory of grief and loss by McDaniel (1985), people
who experience grief associated with losing an important member of their family go
through four steps in the process of grieving. The first is shock and denial, during which
the person may not be able to face the fact that they have experienced a loss, or may not
be able to grasp the implications of that loss. This is followed by intense concern for the
event of loss during which the person may experience preoccupation about the event and
their response to it. The third stage is that of despair and depression during which the
person may experience a range of negative emotional responses to the loss including low
mood, anger, guilt, sadness and may even find it difficult to go about their daily tasks as
efficiently as usual (McDonald, 1985). The last stage is that of recovery, during which
the person starts adjusting to the loss and learns to live with it. At this point, individuals
are able to cope better with their circumstances and the events that are associated with the
loss, and may start to explore new interests and activities by themselves. The duration of
each of these stages varies from person to person (McDonald, 1985), with different
persons taking different periods of time at different stages.
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Building further on to the expansion of the original Kubler-Ross model, Bonanno
(2004) argued that a person may follow one of four trajectories in their attempts to cope
with a loss. The first, and possibly the healthiest, is one he called Resilience. People who
follow this trajectory are able to accept and adjust to the loss quickly and adapt to the
changes in their life in a relatively healthy way. The second trajectory is that of Recovery
in which a person experiences subnormal functioning temporarily before returning to a
normal level of coping. This period may last from a few weeks to a few months. The
third trajectory that a person may take is that of Chronic Dysfunction. People who follow
this trajectory experience prolonged inability to function normally, and may take months
or even years to move away from the loss. The last trajectory that a person may take is
that of Delayed Grief or Trauma. People who follow this trajectory are likely to respond
normally in the beginning, but then show signs of trauma or grief for months after the
loss occur.
Although the expansion of grief and loss, as well as the potential trajectories of
the process, both still leave out the unique experience of AL. When losses are clear-cut
and well defined such as a death, then social support for grief and loss becomes available
to the grieving individual and the previous models become helpful. However, when
losses contain ambiguity, uncertainty or lack of information, the models provide some
significant limitations (Boss, 2007). More specifically, the ambiguity surrounding the
loss can interfere with the grief process and with the cognitive assessment of the situation
(Boss, 1999; Lindemann, 1944; Worden, 1991).
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The Concept of Ambiguous Loss
Although there are potentially four forms of complicated grief (e.g. chronic
sorrow (Patrick-Ott & Ladd, 2010), disenfranchised grief (Attig, 2004), frozen grief
(Boss, 1999), and AL (Boss, 2007)), for medical trauma specifically, AL is the most
common typology experienced. In this case Boss (2007) defines AL as a loss that can
occur either when an individual is physically present and mentally absent; or when they
are physically absent but mentally present (Boss, 2007).
While early research was centered on the experiences of children of MIA fathers
(Boss, 1977), the understanding of AL has now been expanded to cover a number of
conditions, which may trigger confusion plus loss. Boss (2007) believed that AL stems
from the absence of an individual in a significant yet ambiguous manner. It is possible
that the individual is physically absent, but the family members choose to include him/her
in their thoughts and actions (Boss, 2007). Families of missing soldiers and abduction
victims experience this kind of loss. In these situations these families are often torn
between moving on with their lives and waiting for the missing person. Similarly parents
of abducted children find it particularly hard to let go of the hope that their child will
return, and often these families do not acknowledge the grief they feel for the missing
family member.
The second type of AL occurs when the family member is physically present, but
is unable to provide emotional involvement and can seem psychologically absent from
the family (Boss, 2007). This definition includes individuals who have experienced a
medical trauma severe enough to limit or adversely affect their interaction in the family.
The patient may be emotionally unavailable to family members, or may not be able to
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partake in interactions due to the type and extent of their injuries (Klum, 2012). This kind
of AL is also observed in family members of individuals with degenerative illnesses like
dementia, which can limit functionality, cause memory loss and psychological changes.
As the illness eats away at the patient, the family members may experience distress, as
they are unable to interact with the patient as they did before and are also unable to
escape the ongoing sadness of seeing their loved one in such a condition.
According to Boss (2006) it is the ambiguity associated with events such as
medical trauma combined with a sense of loss that creates a major hurdle in the grieving
process, thereby causing individuals to experience intense emotions and relational
conflicts. For example, family members may experience conflicting emotions when they
don’t know if and how soon to expect recovery of specific skills, but at the same time
want to provide a supportive environment for the patient. They may not be able to decide
on what expectations to nurture and which they should let go of. Such circumstances
make it difficult for the family members to process their own feelings.
AL is usually associated with loss of hopes and dreams or experiences rather than
that of a person. For example, the partner of a missing person may feel the need to grieve
for all the events that she could have shared with her partner, but the hope that her partner
will be found stops her from grieving. On the other hand, the partner of an individual
involved in a medical trauma may wish to grieve for all the shared activities that the
injured partner can no longer (at least temporarily) be included in; but may be stalled in
the grieving process by the physical presence of the injured partner. Society does not
provide options for those coping with AL to grieve openly, and people are often asked to
‘”count their blessings” that their loved one is still alive’. Romanoff and Terenzio (1998)
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have found that there are no prescribed mourning rituals for such situations of AL in the
United States. The lack of social cues and acceptance of AL makes it more difficult for
people to complete the grieving process.
Based on this understanding of the experience of AL, Boss (2006) believes that
resolution of the experience of AL involves accepting the ambiguity that is inherent in the
situation and making peace with it. Resolution may occur through the use of spiritual or
religious beliefs as a support system, reducing expectations of justice and perfection from
people as well as from the world, developing new perspectives on recovery or mastery of
tasks and skills, and through developing an acceptance of changed circumstances (Boss,
1999). Doing so helps the family redefine the way they understand their roles in the
family as well as to recreate the rituals followed within the family. AL reduces the ability
to makes these changes effectively, and families who are unable to recreate meaning in
their interactions can feel as if they are frozen and unable to move forward to more
effective behaviors (Zinner, Ball, Stutts & Philput, 1997).
Many people who experience AL do not realize or acknowledge it, making it
more difficult for them to cope with it effectively. In this case the family may not readjust
their roles to compensate for the missing member, or continue to hold traditions as if
there has been loss. For example, parenting roles may be neglected because no other
family member absorbed the added activities of the injured member. Additonally,
decisions can be put on hold or made without thorough evaluations, daily tasks can be left
incomplete. All of which can affect the quality of relationships within and outside the
family (Boss, 2002). In a similar way, families experiencing AL may choose to put
celebrations on hold or cancel them due to the incident and its effects. For example,
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birthdays may not be celebrated, or may be celebrated in a very minimalist manner. This
causes individuals family members to experience ambivalence, hopelessness and
depression as cancelling a celebration makes them focus on the negative impact of the
incident as well as its consequences for family members. These emotions can further lead
to guilt, anxiety and immobilization (Boss. 2006).
A number of researchers have contributed to the understanding of AL, and have
helped identify its symptoms, antecedents and consequences. The contributions of Boss
(1977; 1980; 2006), Boss & Couden (2002), Boss et al. (2003), Hernandez & Wilson
(2007), and Carroll, Olsen & Buckmiller (2007) among many others has helped us
understand the issues faced by people who experience AL. A majority of this work in AL
has focused on the needs of families where a member is psychologically present but
physically absent, or with families coping with some form of illness. Very little
investigation has been performed specifically with the family members of persons
involved in a medical trauma or other similar incidents. Thus, the particular concerns of
these families have not been adequately explored in the context of AL.
For example, previous research has explored the presence of specific
psychological symptoms such as depression, anxiety and stress in family members of
patients with medical trauma (Cooper, Balamurali & Livingston, 2007); and has explored
the sociological consequences for such families with respect to financial, social and
interpersonal stressors (Klum, 2012). It is necessary to understand these events through
the lens of AL theory so that it becomes possible to identify, address and develop
interventions for family members of patients with medical trauma who may be
experiencing AL.
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Current Interventions
A number of intervention programs have been developed for people experiencing
some form of grief and loss (Boss, 2006). Of these, there are some that have been used to
help family members cope with the experience of AL. While the specific programs differ
in the number of participants, activities and duration of sessions, most interventions
conducted fall into one of four types. The first, and most basic type, are those that
provide family education and support (Richman & Cook, 2004). Richman and Cook
(2004) describe these interventions as being focused on providing the family members
and caregivers with information about the specific illness and its implications. Besides
educating the family about what to expect and what challenges they are likely to
encounter, these programs can also help families access support from other individuals
within the psycho educational group (Boss, 2006). This set of interventions does not
address the possible interpersonal concerns associated with the stress of care giving; and
assumes that the family is a healthy and stable unit that will be focused on helping the
patient with his/her recovery).
The second set of interventions can be described as providing family psychoeducation to the concerned family members and caregivers. Although the programs are
expected to provide support to family members and address their emotional needs, they
emphasize the need for education more than that of support. McFarlane et al., (2003)
described a program that involves providing participants with skills through workshops;
addressing their questions and helping them develop practical solutions to their concerns.
Such programs help participants with symptoms of AL by providing them with practical
strategies that can help them develop behavioral responses to distress producing
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situations. These programs provide the participant with an arsenal of problem solving
techniques and skills. Participants practice these skills in a controlled environment within
the context of the injury (McFarlane et al., 2003). According to Campbell (2003), these
interventions rarely try to understand the emotional experience of the individual. Often,
since these sessions are not labeled as therapy, they may be facilitated by non-therapists
or by medical professionals not trained in family therapy. Because of this these programs
may provide more support to those experiencing AL as compared to previously discussed
individual psycho education programs. Nevertheless, even these programs are still limited
in their abilities to address the more complex issues that participants are likely to face,
such as self-doubt, stress and anxiety and frustration with changes in roles (McFarlane et
al., 2003).
The third set of interventions is practiced by certified family counselors and
therapists, and is labeled as family therapy (Murphy & Rosen, 2006). These interventions
are focused on addressing dysfunction, as it exists and by promoting interpersonal
relationships within and outside of the context of the illness. Therapists may use one of
many theoretical lenses to conduct family therapy including, but not limited to; Cognitive
and Behavioral perspectives, Rational Emotive Behavioral Therapy, Humanistic
perspective and psychodynamic perspectives (Murphy & Rosen, 2006). Based on the
theoretical lens employed by the therapist, the methods applied and the duration of the
therapy can change. These interventions are focused on addressing dysfunction in
general, and because of this these interventions are often associated with more
generalized results that are not always specific to the treatment and physical care for the
patient (Miller, 1999; Murphy & Rosen, 2006). Additionally, family therapy often takes
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more time and involvement compared to the previously discussed interventions, and
requires the family members commit to the process. It is also more difficult to provide
family therapy with immediacy to the family members of a patient since it may be
administered and facilitated only by certified therapists and counselors (Miller, 1999;
Murphy & Rosen, 2006). This essentially means that family therapy can only be provided
when a qualified professional is available, and it is not possible for other medical staff to
provide such support. Thus, families may go without valuable support for a significant
period of time.
The last and most complex of the types of interventions that may be used to
address AL are multifamily group (MFG) therapy (Behr, 1996). MFG therapy includes
members from different families that are coping with similar issues within a single
therapeutic session so that these individuals are able to experience a feeling of mutual
support and understanding. MFG’s help in addressing intimate issues for family groups;
and they have been found to be very effective in helping people in a number of situations
(Dennison, 1999).
MFG’s have been successfully used in highly therapeutic settings by McFarlane
et al. (2003) to help families with schizophrenic family members. In this case these MFG
were employed to address the family members’ personal issues as well as functional
challenges. These groups have been found to be useful in less therapeutic settings as well.
In this case, Charles, Butera-Prinzi, & Perlesz, (2007) note that MFG have been used to
help families learn problem solving skills through psycho-education techniques while
also retaining the social value that the groups provide to the participants. MFG's have
also been successfully used to address various family conditions such as the experiences
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of refugees with PTSD (Weine et al., 2008), acquired brain injuries (Charles et al. 2007),
chronic medical illness (Steinglass, 1998), and helping urban children with conduct
difficulties (McKay, Harrison, Gonzales, Kim, & Quintana, 2002). This demonstrates the
width of utility shown by MFG’s. Of these, the most notable work in the use of MFG’s
with respect to this particular study may be that of Charles et al (2007) and Steinglass
(1998). These studies show how MFG’s may be used to address the needs of families
coping with changes in relationships, roles and functions. These families are likely to
experience some symptoms of AL; and thus there is reason to hope that MFG’s would be
useful in addressing AL in family members of medical trauma patients.
Therefore, using MFG and family therapy techniques with such persons assures
them that there are others who are experiencing similar issues and that their concerns are
understood by people outside their family as well. The techniques used in MFG’s like
discussions, the Delphi method, role-playing, and others (Linstone & Turoff, 1975) focus
on the experiences of the family and recognize their needs, fears and concerns. For
example, Linstone and Turoff (1975) show how techniques like a delhpi method help
participants develop solidarity among co-caregivers, and also helps participants cope with
their feeling of being isolated or misunderstood. The Delphi method in MFG is an
investigative process adapted from a research strategy that involves including the
opinions of participants with anonymity, collating these responses and providing
feedback to the group. While traditionally the Delphi method helps gain knowledge that
combines the understanding of many persons, when used as a therapeutic process this
technique can help participants resolve their issues by gaining perspective from others
and finding a direction for the change they desire. Other techniques like the empty chair
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technique or activities that require sharing and defining feelings can help them address
their emotions towards the patient and how the incident has affected their personal lives.
These techniques also emphasize the experiences of the individuals and on the
family as a unit and provide them with the support and time that they may need to accept
and respond to the perceived loss in a healthy manner (Boss, 2006). Since people
suffering from AL may not be aware of the exact nature of their experience of loss, and
may initially be unable to articulate their feelings (Boss, 2007), it is important that they
be allowed to explore their personal feelings in a supportive environment. Multi-group
interventions will also make families aware of others who have experienced similar
losses, and thus, will not feel isolated or misunderstood. The researcher has
conceptualized the present study in an attempt to evaluate different interventions for their
merits in helping with AL and hopes to shed more light on the mechanism by which they
help families.

Role of Family Life Educator
Cassidy (2009) has defined a Family Life Educator (FLE) as one who provides
"skills and knowledge to enrich individual and family life" (p. 11). FLE’s attempt to help
a family develop as a unit by helping individuals to develop their potential as well as to
reduce and prevent the problems they encounter by providing them with the appropriate
skills and the requisite education (Duncan & Goddard, 2010). The work of FLE’s is
influenced and regulated by the National Council on Family Relations (NCFR) that
suggests the framework within which the FLEs function and relay information to the
public. They have also described the Levels of Family Involvement (LFI) model, which
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provides guidelines for work with parents and families so that the work of an FLE is
distinguished from that of a therapist (Doherty, 1995; in Duncan & Goddard, 2010). The
LFI were initially created to aid medical doctors who worked with families of patients
(Doherty & Baird, 1986), but have been adopted by the FLE’s to be used as a means to
gauge the appropriate depth or intensity required when working with families
The Levels of Family Involvement model describes five levels of involvement,
which are interchangeable in use depending on the setting of interaction between the
professional and the family (Doherty, 1995; in Duncan & Goddard, 2010). Level one has
minimal interaction and also requires the most minimal input from the family and focuses
only briefly on family partnerships. This is similar to a conference setting or a lecture
where the FLE delivers information and the participants are not required to become
actively involved. This information can be about the issues that may be expected, and
about the adequate and appropriate responses that could be given. This level is similar to
the most basic of interventions described above.
Level two includes information dissemination as well as advice for specific
issues. Involvement at this level usually occurs in workshops. With level two
involvement, there is direct and active interaction between the FLE and the participants
(Duncan & Goddard, 2010), although it is limited to a few questions that may be
answered as a means of providing examples for all participants and thus is often minimal
and superficial. FLE’s do respond to individual participants in level two, but the focus is
on providing as many resources to the maximum persons.
Level three involvements build on the previous levels and include the expression
of feeling and support to specific persons along with providing information and advice.
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This is believed to be the most ideal level of involvement for FLE’s (Doherty, 1995) as
the program may be more in depth and allows the FLE to listen to the needs of individual
participants and allow them to share their feelings and stories (Duncan & Goddard,
2010). At this level the FLE in question works in collaboration with the participants to
develop a supportive environment in which the participants can be honest and can help
them to explore the use of different problem solving skills. Level three is most helpful for
participants who are experiencing significant distress and may not be able to apply the
information and advice given easily to their personal experiences. Thus, this level may be
used to provide an appropriate range of interventions for individuals, couples, and
families dealing with grief and loss issues.
Level four and level five involvements involve the use of therapeutic methods that
are focused on a small group of people or on individual persons at a time. FLE’s are not
recommended for these levels of involvement, as these levels require interventions that
can be provided by therapists (Duncan & Goddard, 2010).
Most interventions provided by FLE’s in context to loss and grief are focused on
families that have experienced an absolute loss. Unfortunately, this is a reactive
philosophy – one that only focuses on symptoms and does not anticipate further needs and suffers from an important flaw in that often people do not seek help in the event of a
death in the family (Larson & Hoyt, 2007). One of the significant roles of an FLE is to
provide preventive or anticipatory services. This task is often misunderstood as being
associated with an attempt to prevent the impending loss or the associated grief. The FLE
actually does neither, but rather helps the family adjust to the eventual outcomes for the
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injured or ill family member and to adjust to the possibility of loss (Duncan & Goddard,
2010).
This author believes that grief is a personal experience, and the manner and extent
to which an individual experiences grief may be said to be associated with the beliefs
they share with their family about loss. A family's belief system can significantly
influence whom they allow into the system, as well as what information is accepted.
These beliefs include interpretations about who the family members believe has control
over health and illness (Rolland, 1987). The prominent belief may be that the individual
has control over his / her health, or that others (family members, doctors) have more
control, or that chance factors like luck, destiny and other such factors control the
possibility of recovery (Rolland, 1987). An individual’s belief is also affected by the
dominant beliefs held in the family about health and illness. Such beliefs also affect the
grieving and adjustment process for people. While some beliefs aid the process of
grieving a loss and moving away from it, others hinder this process significantly. Any
FLE who works with a family needs to understand these factors and take them into
account when working with a family. It is important for an FLE to understand about AL
and to be able to identify it when it presents itself. It is also important for an FLE to know
what interventions are useful in coping with AL and which are not as useful in any given
context. This would help them make therapeutic decisions that would best benefit the
persons they work with.

Conclusion
The information discussed in this literature review provides an insight into the
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issues associated with medical trauma and the emotional and cognitive responses of
family members of patients. It also provides a theoretical understanding of loss and AL.
Based on this information, it may be concluded that persons who act as caregivers to
patients suffering from medical trauma experience significant stress themselves. These
individuals not only have to cope with the daily concerns of caring for an injured person,
but also experience significant emotional, cognitive and behavioral issues associated with
the changes that necessarily occur in their lives. Part of this stress may be associated with
the losses (acknowledged or unacknowledged) that they experience individually. The
ambiguity that is associated with some of these losses – like the loss of companionship, a
role, freedom or independence – adds to the distress that these individual experience, and
brings further complications along with it. While the effects of such distress are well
documented, there is little literature that discusses the specific interventions that help in
coping with these concerns. This study is thus proposed as a means of responding to the
said lack of information.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODS

This study attempts to understand how family members understand and deal with
AL resulting from traumatic accidents in which a significant other is physically present
but psychologically absent. This study also attempts to evaluate if existing interventions
can help these families cope with their distress as well as redefine their roles in the
family. The assumption driving this study is that it is possible to prepare individuals and
families to cope with AL.
Given that there is scant understanding of how different activities help family
members respond to AL, this study identifies what activities were considered helpful by
participants in existing intervention programs. This information will not only help in
understanding the specific needs of individuals who are dealing with AL, but will also
help in the development of effective intervention programs for them. The researcher
specifically explored the extent to which existing intervention programs addressed the
participants’ experience of AL and possible issues that they do not address. This will help
in identifying the need to extend, modify or add to interventions so that these future
interventions can better address AL within the family context.

Research Questions
1. What is the psychological experience of family members who are experiencing
AL in context to a family member having suffered a traumatic injury?
a. How do they respond to the family member being physically present but
psychologically absent? (Although the researcher shall focus on the
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aforementioned psychological experience; it is important to note that this
experience is also associated with other aspects of the participant’s life
like their social, financial and relational experiences. Thus, these shall be
explored where relevant to the psychological experience.)
2. Do current intervention programs address issues associated with AL? If so, what
specific activities are found to be useful by participants who attend these
interventions?
3. Is there a change in the emotional experience of the participants after their
involvement in an intervention program with respect to AL? What specific
interventions are helpful in dealing with different symptoms of AL?
4. What experiences of the participants and aspects of AL may not be currently
addressed in the existing intervention programs? Is it possible to develop
intervention strategies that can help fill the observed gaps?
The first research question has been developed to understand the presence and
intensity of AL in family members who function as caregivers to patients of medical
trauma. This question has been suggested to bridge the gap between a theoretical
understanding on AL and the experience of the target population. Although the literature
provides us with an understanding of the interventions possible, often selecting the
correct intervention is a difficult matter.
The second research question helps identity if the available interventions
discussed in the literature are useful in responding to AL and the third research question
is an attempt to understand what elements of these interventions are truly effective. The
last research question aims to identify weaknesses in these interventions with respect to
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AL. This question is based on the understanding that not all interventions would be able
to address a complex experience like AL effectively, and it is important to understand
these weaknesses in the interventions in order to improve their efficacy.
The research questions developed for this study are inductive and attempted to
bring to light the salient experiences of participants with respect to AL. Given the
exploratory nature of the study, no deductive hypotheses were developed.

Methods
This study used a phenomenological approach as described by Giorgi (1994) to
understanding the experiences of participants and used qualitative data from participant
interviews. The purpose of a phenomenological approach is to understand the experience
of the participant as it is occurring. It suggests that the researcher can make sense of the
experiences, thoughts and emotions of the participant by exploring them in detail and by
describing them as accurately as possible. The phenomenological approach to research
seeks to describe events rather than explain them, and it requires the researcher to set
aside any theories or hypotheses they have pertaining to the chosen phenomenon
(Husserl, 2003). This method is focused on understanding the experience through first
person reports of the experience (Moustakas, 1994) and thus phenomenology offers the
opportunity to develop detailed descriptions that are cohesive rather than converting the
data into smaller, quantifiable fragments (Fow, 1996). This study attempted to understand
and describe the experiences of participants with respect to AL and the extent to which
they find existing interventions useful in this context; phenomenology was deemed a
useful method that would satisfy the purposes of this study.
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Although quantitative methods help in establishing relationships between
variables that are objective and can be extrapolated to the population at large, they lack
the ability to provide insight into the intimate experiences of the participant. Qualitative
methods were useful in the present context to explore the coping process of participants,
the factors that aid and inhibit it, and the meanings that families construct from their
experiences. Since qualitative techniques would be better able to provide an insight into
the trials faced by the family members and into the thoughts and emotions that they
experience in different situations; they were chosen as the means for data collection and
analysis. Although the data collected from qualitative techniques lacks the objectivity of
quantitative data, as well as the ability to infer findings to broader populations, it is
nevertheless valuable in understanding the overall experiences of participants.

Procedure
The study included the responses of 16 participants who were recruited from
several different TBI support groups. The main TBI support group used for the study was
referred to the researcher through a doctor working with TBI survivors. The group
facilitator was contacted and informed about the purpose of the study. Permission was
given to the researcher to attend the group and share the intended research topic and ask
for participants. This group was facilitated by a trauma RN and provided support as well
as education for families and survivors. The other groups were referrals from the initial
facilitators. These groups were also contacted and informed about the purpose of the
study. These groups were facilitated by family members of TBI survivors and provided
support only with resources for participants to educate themselves. Most of the groups
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were for the family members and survivors. Only one group was identified that was for
wives only. Initially it was proposed to identify different intervention strategies designed
for families of patients with traumatic injuries. These different intervention strategies
were to include, sessions focused on providing information and psycho-education that are
conducted by medical institutions and local agencies, support groups and workshops for
family members. Therefore, the diversity of interventions experienced is limited.
Consenting participants made an appointment that lasted for 60 – 90 minutes. The
personal interview was scheduled for their convenience. Prior to beginning the interview
or collecting any data, each participant was given an informed consent process at which
time the researcher went over all the information pertaining to the study. Signed consents
were gained indicating their willingness to participate in the study. Each participant was
interviewed using a semi-structured interview. The interview took place in the
participant’s home, or if requested by the participant, another agreed upon location.
While the preference is for in-home interviews, some participants did not feel
comfortable with the researcher entering their home, or their home did not provide them
with a safe or comfortable environment to participate freely in the interview. In those
cases, other locations were discussed and mutually determined which provided comfort,
safety and protected the participant from breaches of confidentiality.
The investigator attempted to engage multiple members of each family system. In
these cases, each individual was interviewed separately and the researcher was especially
careful to maintain confidentiality between participants. The participants were asked to
fill out a demographic questionnaire as well as the Boundary Ambiguity Scale.
Participants were provided with information about the tests and their results if they
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request it. The data collected was reviewed and any participant who showed inordinately
high scores on any scale was contacted and encouraged to meet with one of several
recommended counselors to address the concern. Two participants were offered resources
to counselors in their area.
Once the participant completed the survey the researcher began the in-depth
qualitative interview. The interview format used a semi-structured interview with an
emphasis on open ended questions (see Appendix 1). This interview probed for
information on a variety of experiences associated with experiencing AL and the efficacy
of the intervention strategy in addressing AL associated challenges. At the conclusion of
all the interviews there were no participants that demonstrated any significant distress or
cause for the interview to be terminated.

Participants
There were a total of 16 participants recruited to the study. The demographics of
each participant are below in table
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Table 2. Participants Details

Participants Gender Age

Race

Length
Total
Relationship Education of time Boundary
to survivor
level
since Ambiguity
injury
Scale

P1

Female

39

Hispanic

Wife

MA

4 years

40

P2

Female

35

Caucasian

Wife

BA

1 year

46

P3

Female

64

Caucasian

Mother

MA

1 year
3mo

49

P4

Male

50

Caucasian

Father

BA

1 year
3mo

47

P5

Female

54

Hispanic

Wife

BA

2 years

41

P6

Female

37

Caucasian

Wife

Some
college

7
Years

Missing

P7

Female

54

Caucasian

Wife

Lawyer

6 years

38

P8

Female

57

Jewish

Wife

Lawyer

6 years

44

P9

Female

51

Caucasian

Wife

None

9 years

41

P10

Female

49

Caucasian

Mother

None

3
Years

34

P11

Female

45

Hispanic

Mother

Some
College

2 years

36

P12

Female

52

Asian

Wife

PhD

10
years

33

P13

Female

51

Caucasian

Wife

None

1 year

34

P14

Female

48

Caucasian

Mother

None

1 year

39

P15

Male

48

Caucasian

Father

None

1 Year

44

P16

Female

56

Caucasian

Wife

MA

13

36

Participants were all family members of individuals who have been involved in a
traumatic accident that had rendered them physically present but psychologically absent
to varying degrees based on the severity of their injuries. All participants included in the
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study were 18 years old or older. It is important to note here that participant 16 was from
a lesbian couple. Also, the study aimed to identify families that had one individual who
suffered an injury at least six months before commencement of data collection. This time
frame removed a confounding variable associated with the initial shock and denial
experienced by some family members immediately following the accident (McDonald,
1985; Smith, 2012). In addition, families must have incurred the accident within the last
10 years. This criterion will insure that the family can still accurately recall the effects of
the injury on the family system. This diversity in time periods allowed the researcher to
develop an understanding of both short and long-term emotional impact (Klum, 2012).
The researcher interacted with caregivers who live in the same home as the patient to
ascertain their role in care giving. This would also ensure that the participant does
experience the impact of the care giving position adequately.

Instruments of Data Collection
At the start of the meeting participants were given a demographic survey that
collected details such as the participants’ age, gender, location, race, education level and
period of care giving shall be used. The demographic survey was administered by the
interviewer; and may be found on the first page of the interview schedule (see Appendix
1). Following this, the data for this study was collected using one standardized scale as
well as a personal interview (see Appendix 1). Using the scale, in combination with the
interview question will allow the researcher to describe the experience of the participants
in greater detail. The scale was used to establish the presence of symptoms of AL in
participants, and the data collected from the interview was used to test the research
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questions. Once the demographic survey and the standardized scale are complete, the
interview was conducted using an interview schedule developed for this study (see
Appendix 1). Table 1 provides all the questions used in the interview schedule.

Table 3. Interview questions and their contribution
No.
1

2

3

4

5

Question + prompt

Contribution

Our conversation today is about the impact of
having someone in your life with TBI. Can you
help me understand what happened that injured
your partner/parent/spouse and what kind of
injury resulted?
What was your emotional response when you
first learned about what happened to your loved
one?
a. Probe: What were you thinking when you
were given the new?
b. Was there anything uncertain, unclear or
confusing
If you can think back to the time before you got
any help from a health professional (i.e. group
work or individual help), were there any feelings
that you had or difficult reflections about the
situation that you struggled with?
There were probably several different times
along the way when health professionals gave
you information and support. Can you tell me
what they did, the kind of things they said to you
or gave you
a. At what point did they give you the
information or support
b. Who did it
c. Where were you
d. Did you follow through with any of their
recommendations or use the tools they
gave you?
Were you invited to attend any family or group
meetings for people living with TBIs?
a. What were they like
b. Who led them
c. What kinds of things did they talk about
d. How helpful was it at the time

Works as an icebreaker and
establishes the medical context
and the nature of loss
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Provides baseline experiences
so that transitions (if any) may
be examined. Provides some
data to respond to research
question 1. (this also helps to
identify what is ambiguous that
leads to AL)
Provides the opportunity to
fully understand the situation
and changes in experience or
relationship over time
Establishes the nature of
interventions, the duration and
the structure followed in
delivering it. Provides some
data to respond to research
question 2.

Provides information regarding
types of interventions provided,
and the substance of these
services. This will address
question 2
(Identifies intervention

6

7

8

i. Was it helpful to you later
e. Was there anything else you wished that
had been said or done that would have
made it more helpful to you?
Did healthcare providers give information to you
that helped your entire family, or discussed how
TBI could affect the way people in the family get
along?
a. Did you notice that anything changed in
your family in how people got along, talked
about things together, shared activities, or
managed responsibilities at home?
b. Was there anything that really needed to be
talked about in the family but that never
could be brought out into the open?
c. How would you say that your family has
changed as a group, since the accident?
i.
Changes in rituals, holiday
celebrations, vacation, chores,
etc.
Sometimes when an accident happens the
information that is given is about care for the
patient and not so much about the family as a
group will be able to get along, adjust, and stay
connected well. If you could help another family
going through a situation similar to yours, what
do you think would help the way that family
would manage and get through the challenging
parts of it?
a. Are there any kinds of things that you
think health professionals could say or do
that would be more helpful for your family
relationships?
b. Are there any kinds of things that you
think health professionals could say or do
that would be more helpful for managing
the emotional aspects of TBI as a family?
Is there anything else that you would like to
explain to me about how a family survives TBI?
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strategies that address
symptoms of AL)

Provides a continuum for the
experience of the participant
into post-intervention period.
(Assesses relational-systemic
elements of common
interventions)
Provides some data to respond
to research question 3. Explores
issues related to Ambiguous
Loss

Discusses the efficacy of the
interventions. Provides some
data to respond to research
question 2, 3 and 4
Identifies recommendations for
intervention components that
might address AL as well as
general emotional and relational
needs of families with TBI

Allows the participant an
opportunity to express any
unasked questions and give
advice for future intervention
programs
Identification of Ambiguous
Loss issues

A standardized instrument used by the researcher was the Boundary Ambiguity
(BA) Scale for Caregivers (Boss, Caron, Horbal & Mortimer, 1990). The literature
suggests that the scale helps to verify the extent of boundary anxiety experienced by the
participant, which is an indicator of the presence of AL. The scale was developed by
Boss, Caron, Horbal, and Mortimer (1990) and has seen a number of editions and
refinements. It consists of 14 items scored on a 5-point scale such that a higher score is
associated with higher BA. The scale has been found to demonstrate adequate reliability
and validity and has been found helpful in both research and therapeutic settings (Boss,
Greenberg & Debra Pearce-McCall, 1990). To this point, the experience of AL tends to
change at random intervals in one’s experience, making it hard to capture tangible data.
This is reflected in the literature, which indicates that sometimes identifying AL has been
difficult. Boss, Caron, Harbal & Mortimer (1990) created the BA scale to aid in the
measurement of the experiences of AL. The theory is that the higher the boundary
ambiguity is the more present AL is within a participant’s experience. The BA scale was
given to 15 of the 16 participants with one missing score. The instructions for scoring the
scale were to add totals and the higher the number the higher the presence of BA. The
range was from the lowest being 14 to the highest at 70. As seen in table 1 above all of
the participants fell in the middle range of 33 to 49.

Analysis
This study used a phenomenological approach to understanding the experiences of
participants, and thus, used the data collected from each participant to construct a detailed
description of the extent to which these participants were helped by the interventions.
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The personal interview was used to collect data about the ways participants felt
and think about their lives in context of the accident. These interviews explored if the
participants felt that the intervention helped them in any way, as well as explored aspects
that the participants felt were not addressed by the interventions. Different questions in
the personal interview were used to collect data that provided insight into the different
issues highlighted by the research questions. The in-depth quality of the interviews
helped in constructing a detailed picture of the needs and concerns of the participants.
Participants were specifically asked about what experiences did not get addressed by the
interventions. This information was used to identify blind spots in the intervention
strategies that need to be addressed in order to help participants cope effectively with AL.

Interpreting data
The data collected from these personal interviews was analyzed using coding,
content analysis and theme analysis techniques as described by Flick (2009) and McLeod
(2011). To begin with, the data for each participant was organized along a temporal
continuum. The data for each participant was than coded to identify pertinent information
for each research question. Themes across events in a single participant’s experiences
were identified and developed, as were themes that connect the experiences of different
participants. Care was taken to maintain focus on the intensity of a participant’s
experience. These codes and themes were used to discuss the changes in participants’
experience with respect to different events.
The coding aided the researcher in drawing out specific elements that were
repeated across cases. Content analysis helped the researcher develop a composite of the
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experiences of the participants as they changed as a result of the intervention. This
information has helped in understanding the different ways in which the intervention
worked for different participants. The information was also used to develop a general
understanding of the efficacy of the intervention. Theme analysis identified the particular
aspects of the interventions that helped participants as well as the particular ways in
which the activities helped the participants. The data collected also helped in identifying
blind spots if they exist in the intervention as well as the means to address these blind
spots.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS
This chapter will present the results of the interviews conducted by the researcher
with the families of the injured patient. The responses of the participants were classified
under specific themes. The study utilized primary qualitative technique based upon a
phenomenological approach. The researcher conducted interviews to draw out the voices
of the family members who have experienced ambiguous loss while caring for the
member suffering from TBI.

Overview of the Participants
The study included the responses of 16 participants who were recruited from
different groups in intervention programs in Southern California designed to be used with
families of patients with traumatic injuries. The study included participants who have
experienced different types of interventions in order to evaluate as many kinds of
intervention strategies as possible. The participants were the family members of
individuals who have been involved in a traumatic accident that has rendered them
physically present but psychologically absent.
All participants included in the study were 18 years old or older. The participants
were the parents, husband and wives of the individuals who have been involved in a
traumatic accident. The majority of the participants were wives of the TBI patients. The
inclusion criteria for participants were that they have had one family member who
suffered an injury (with cognitive deficit) at least six months before the time of the study
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and not more than ten years ago. The self-identified caregiver of this individual served as
the participant within this study. See Table 2 for a list of the corresponding TBI patients.

Table 4. Participants Details

Participants Gender Age

Race

Relationship
to survivor

Education
level

Total
Boundary
Ambiguity
Scale

P1

Female

39

Hispanic

Wife

MA

40

P2

Female

35

Caucasian

Wife

BA

46

P3

Female

64

Caucasian

Mother

MA

49

P4

Male

50

Caucasian

Father

BA

47

P5

Female

54

Hispanic

Wife

BA

41

P6

Female

37

Caucasian

Wife

college

Missing

P7

Female

54

Caucasian

Wife

Lawyer

38

P8

Female

57

Jewish

Wife

Lawyer

44

P9

Female

51

Caucasian

Wife

None

41

P10

Female

49

Caucasian

Mother

None

34

P11

Female

45

Hispanic

Mother

College

36

P12

Female

52

Asian

Wife

PhD

33

P13

Female

51

Caucasian

Wife

None

34

P14

Female

48

Caucasian

Mother

None

39

P15

Male

48

Caucasian

Father

None

44

P16

Female

56

Caucasian

Wife

MA

36
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Table 5. TBI Patient Characteristics
Participant

Cause of TBI

Family Dynamics

Years
with TBI

Deficits

P1

IED explosion

Married
4 step-children

5

Memory loss
Mood swings
Slowed cognition
Can’t work

P2

Hit by a car

Married
2 children

2

Memory loss
Mood swings
Can’t work

P3 & P4
P3-mother
P4-father

Sinus infection

13 years old
Mother and Father
in the home

1

Memory loss
Severe mood swings
Poor ADL
Severe decrease in
cognition

P5

Head Injury
from several
falls

Married with 2
adult children not
living in the home

3

Mood swings
Slight decrease in
cognition
Limited work

P6

Golf Cart
accident

Married with 2
young children

8

Mood swings
Loss of some hearing

P7

Motorcycle
accident

Married
No children

7

Mood swings
Memory loss
SI
Decrease in cognition
Can’t work

P8

Stroke

Married
3 children – 2 older
boys not in the
home
1-young boy living
in home

7

Memory loss
Poor cognition
Mood swings
Can’t work

P9

Motorcycle
accident

Married
3 adult children

9

Memory loss
Poor cognition
Poor ADL
Can’t work
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P10

Stroke

Mother and Father
with younger sister

4

Memory loss
Poor cognition
Speech problems
Mood swings
Can’t work

P11

Hit by a car

Mother,
grandmother, 2
sisters

3

Memory loss
Mood swings
Poor ADL
In a wheelchair
Attends college

P12

Stroke

Married with 2
adult children

10

Wheelchair bound
Vegetative state
Poor ADL
No communication

P13

Car accident

Married with 4
adult children

2

Mood swings
Can’t work

P14mother
P15-father

Hit by car

Mother and Father

2

Complete vegetative state

P16

Stroke

Lesbian married
couple

7

Memory loss
Mood swings
Decreased cognition
Needs help with ADL
Can’t work

Note: Activities of daily living (ADL), suicidal ideation (SI), Improvised Explosive
Devise (IED)

Emergence of Themes
The data collected from these personal interviews was analyzed using coding,
content analysis and theme analysis techniques as described by Flick (2009) and McLeod
(2011). To begin with, the data for each participant was organized along a temporal
continuum. The data for each participant was then coded to identify pertinent information
for each research question. A theme across events in a single participant’s experiences
was then developed, along with the themes, which connected the experiences of different
participants. These codes and themes were used to identify the changes in participants’
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experience with respect to different events. The responses of the participants are denoted
by P-num, for instance, P1 indicates the response of Participant 1.

Theme 1: Psychological Experience of Family Members
This theme encompasses the responses of the participants when questioned about
their psychological experience in having a family member suffering from TBI.
Participants described a variety of manifestations of shock and dismay as they first
learned about the dire circumstances of their injured family member. They described
symptoms of depression, anxiety, and general emotional distress. Symptoms of
ambiguous loss were also described. They reported prolonged vagueness and absence of
clear information about their loved one related to an uncertain prognosis. This absence of
information led to confusion, frustration, and difficulty moving ahead with their lives.
Two participants explained the lack of recognition from others that they had
sustained significant losses, as their loved ones were still physically present but were not
the same individuals before their accident:
“Actually whenever any of the staff would see me crying, they would say, why
you are crying? At least your child is alive. So no one reached out to us to offer,
or refer us for emotional support” (P3).
Honestly, intimacy goes away. I didn’t know who he was anymore. It
made it worse. He looked like his body but I had to come to terms.
Nobody prepared me to say this man is your husband but you will never
have him back per se and I had to accept it (P1).
Although participants experienced different psychological states, it was evident
that the staff did not offer the consolation the family hoped for or needed. Similarly the
families did not get the explanations and preparation for living with someone who they
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did not know any more. They reported wanting more emotional support from the hospital
staff.

“I Just Freaked Out”
The study participants described initial emotional shock when they found out that
their family member had sustained a TBI. For example the family members of a 20-year
boy explained that they were completely shocked to see their child coming out from the
emergency room after his initial life-saving treatment. His entire head was wrapped with
bandage and he was in an unresponsive condition. They were not able to overcome the
state of shock and immediately prayed for their child.
We were in a complete state of shock because he walked into the ER with nothing
visibly wrong with him. I had no thoughts. I just prayed. I just cannot describe the
state of shock we were in because we could not process it that fast (P3).
The father of an 18-year-old son described his experience: “I was shocked
because the [California Highway Patrol] just showed up at my door. For a long time I
was shocked and just completely kind of numb and in shock for months” (P7).
One mother explained her state of shock when she initially saw her child after the
injury in which he lost both of his legs. The sheer magnitude of his injuries seemed too
much for her to absorb:
I freaked out. I had my daughter here with me and she freaked out. I just freaked
out, panicked. It was frantic. I was wondering how he will be going to make it
without legs. Did he really lose both legs? What are we going to do with no legs?
What are we going to do? (P2).
The wife of the husband who suffered from a serious traumatic accident and was
in his last stages of life highlighted her state of shock when she saw her husband’s
breathing slowly to a stop in front of her:
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“It was horrible. His heart stopped in front of me and it was just horrible every
day. It was horrific.”
A husband described the thoughts that flooded his mind as he tried to take in the
enormity of his wife’s traumatic injuries: “Watching my wife go through physical therapy
was just horrible. I was flooded with how bad she was” (P16).
The participants were completely in a state of shock when they saw their family
members in a state of injury. Often these emotions were experienced as fear or terror.
Traumatic events are typically not anticipated by people, so the initial shock took days
and sometimes even weeks to move through.

“What Do You Mean, “Hurt?””
Unfortunately these families also experienced an additional level of stress in the
initial stages of the diagnoses due to limitations within the health care system. Nearly half
of these family members described the lack of clear explanations from healthcare
providers about the end consequences and their loved one’s prognosis from the TBI.
They were therefore unable to know if their loved one would recover, and to plan or
predict what steps needed to occur in their recovery process. For example: The mother of
a 19 year old boy reported that she was not provided any information about the side
effects of the injury:
“They (doctors) never told me these [cognitive deficits] are going to be the side
effects. They never explained how he is going to be different. They just said he
was injured. So it was hard for me” (P2).
The wife of the patient with acute TBI stated that the doctors only told her that her
husband might suffer from brain damage, but they did not make clear the extent of
damage or how this would manifest in her husband’s life and their relationship.
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I don’t think I really understood it. I mean, all they said was “the possibility of
brain damage” and it was so nebulous. They [doctors] would just say, “Well the
consequences are going to be very dire.” Nobody tells you the severity of it or
what exactly does that mean (P12).
Inadequate information provided by the doctors’ often left the participants
confused, anxious, and preoccupied wondering what would happen next. In fact, one of
the participants explained that he did not fully understand the meaning of the term TBI
and was left perplexed when the doctor kept referring to his family member’s TBI.
When they (doctors) said “TBI,” I would say “What’s a TBI?” At first the doctors
were telling me she was really hurt. I would say, “What do you mean, hurt?” It
was like, so lame for me the way they were explaining it to me I was like, we’re
not at the same caliber of language here. I just told them “Use your language and
stop giving me “She’s doing okay”” (P11).
Another wife explained her feelings:
I got a call from the first surgeon that said we’re going to drill a bolt in your
husband’s head and I need consent. I just remember thinking oh my God it’s not
good if they are drilling a bolt in his head. So I had no idea he had a brain injury.
Nobody told me (P9).
Many of the participants interviewed were not aware of what a TBI was or its
effects. This contributed to their sense of shock when they were told about the potential
persistent mental state of their family member. However, they reported that the doctors
also did not provide the family members of the survivors with clear medical information
and details about TBI. This also left the participants with a feeling of doom.

“Let’s Get it Done” vs “I Was Flooded”
The term task oriented responses is defined as a group of behaviors that focuses
one’s attention on practical elements of a situation in order to accomplish specific,
required tasks. Participants reported that although they had experienced an intense shock
after hearing about the medical state of their family member, they coped with this shock
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in different ways. Some of the participants reacted by focusing on the tasks related to the
injury recovery and some of those participants also performed extensive research and
visited brain organizations to learn more about TBI and its consequences. Seven out of
sixteen participants responded in this task oriented way. For example, one of the
participants, who was the wife of the injured patient stated that she decided to take legal
steps so that she could participate in all the medical activities of her husband. “I actually
ended up having to get medical power of attorney so I could be present everywhere he
went” (P1).
Another wife explained: “I am kind of a take charge, like let’s get it done. So I
think I was like kind of surreal and just let’s get to the hospital and see what needs to be
done”( P13).
A mother of a 19-year boy explained her experience of being task-oriented after
the injury of her child, by noting that she performed her own research to learn about her
child’s fractures.
I have always been a person that I don’t panic. I like to get all the information in
first before I freak out… So I was like, what are the facts, what is this, and that...
Then I know this is what I need: to go find a brain organization, or I need to go
find this. You know, I need to find out about fractures. I need to go find out this.
Let me go do my research. That’s me. I don’t want to look back and say I made a
decision based on emotion and not an educated one and my daughter is now dead
or now suffering (P11).
The responses of these participants showed that they preferred to take practical
steps after hearing about the injury of their family member. They went to hospitals
regularly with their injured family member and also carried out their own research to find
out more about the injuries. Participants made all efforts possible to support their family
member suffering from TBI by actively seeking out information to help their loved one.
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The way that families responded to TBI varied by personality characteristics and
their typical coping styles. For example, individuals who might be considered to make
choices based on feelings, and who were more intuitive and attuned to emotions were
most often flooded and unable to perform tasks. These individuals reported hovering at
the bedside and being so overwhelmed that in addition to crying and expressing their
feelings, they were able to do little else.
Participants who were more task oriented and instrumental in their approach to
life, focused no on emotions, but on what they could do. These individuals did not have
the intense emotional responses that the other group of participants demonstrated. Both
sub-groups of participants responded to the catastrophic news in the way that they
approached life in general. Field notes and observations of the way the participants
described events in highly emotional or very practical language.

Theme 2: Families’ Experience of Ambiguous Loss
This theme describes the responses of the participants when asked about their
experience with AL. Families described their feelings about living with a physically
present but emotionally unavailable or psychologically absent loved one. In ambiguous
loss, the patient may be emotionally unavailable to family members, or may not be able
to participate in interactions due to the type and extent of their injuries and cognitive
deficits. Participants described their experience of role shifting and recreating meaning as
ways to accommodate their loved one’s incapacity or psychological absence.
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“I Miss My Husband”
A person suffering from TBI might not have control over their body functions or
movement. TBI leads to physical malfunctioning and a person suffering in this way may
not be capable of performing their normal responsibilities. In addition, the family
members also have to shift their roles to make sure that all family responsibilities are met.
This was poignantly described by a wife who explained how the injury of her husband
had affected their relationship.
When my husband was having an episode I would tell him he can’t go out. And
we didn’t tell anyone for a while. We didn’t even tell his parents for a while. I
would protect him. I took everything away from him. He would have to ask me,
“And can I have my credit cards?” because I have them hidden. I have this sense
of loss. I miss my husband. There is no intimacy anymore. It is not a husband and
wife relationship and we’ve been together for 37 years. There is this loss that even
though he is still here, there’s loss like he died in a sense. Then there is the guilt
that goes along with that because, you know, he’ll go to hug me or something and
it’s just like I don’t have that emotional connection (P5).
Losing the person that the loved one once was seemed particularly sad and ongoing for
this wife.
Similarly TBI has a significant effect on other family members of the survivor.
The wife of an injured patient described how the presence of her husband with a TBI has
influenced not only her life but their children’s lives as well. In this case she explained
how her children had to shift their roles and even the child-parent boundaries to
accommodate her husband’s poor functional abilities:
The kids took on more responsibilities than they should have for their age.
Sometimes my husband would get violent and we would have to drop him to the
floor to help diffuse the anger and the kids did help with that… I have to check in
with my kids all the time now. They worry about me and are afraid I will be
alone. My kids have tried to put their lives on hold for me because they worry so
much. I tell them that their dad would never want them to put their lives on hold. I
guess I am okay with checking in with them because they have said how afraid
they are of losing their mom now (P9).
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The same participant described how her husband’s TBI changed marital roles and
lead to ambiguous loss:
When my husband would have a sexual urge I would use yogurt to distract him. I
know it sounds insane but he really liked it. I have heard that mostly highfunctioning survivors are the ones that their spouses don’t want to be intimate
with them and obviously moderate to low functioning it isn’t even a question. I
tried [to have sex] with my husband once and I felt like a molester. It was his
body but not him. It was only 5% him and I cried the whole time and I said I
could never do it again (P9).
Clearly, shifting roles in intimate relationships represents loss that can be very painful
and ongoing for the healthy partner.
One father described the role shifting consequences and subsequent emotional
impact he experienced as a result of his son’s TBI. Unable to cope with more than the
caregiving of his adult child, this father described the negative impact of coping with TBI
on family communication:
We were [emotionally] in a good place in the mountains and now we have kind of
gone back to all our old problems taking care of our adult child again and that is
not supposed to happen. We have moved seven times and we’ve been [in our
current home] long enough that we’re starting to get to know people in the
congregation. The other problem we have that’s not addressed is talking to each
other because I’m tapped out and don’t want to hear his fears because that terrifies
me, but he’s scared (my son). So we’re not there for each other like we should be
(P14).
The responses of the participants indicated that TBI results in role shifting. In
some cases either children took on the responsibilities of their injured father or the wife
performed the responsibilities of her husband. In addition, TBI affected the relationships
also, since the participants highlighted that their relation with their TBI survivor member
were not as same as they were before. Finally, there was the potential for poor family
level communication when the burden of caregiving and feelings of loss were
overwhelming.
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Adjusting to Life Changes
Role-shifting was further classified into two sub- themes: financial changes and
relationship changes. These themes described the responses of the participants when
asked to share the financial changes they have experienced after the injury of their family
member. In addition, the Relationship Changes theme describes the experiences of the
participants related to the changes they have experienced in their relationships after the
injury. The experience of TBI forced some patients to give up their careers. This is
because the participants also incurred physical injuries that had a financial impact on
caregivers. Such injuries take a long time to treat and overcome, causing the patient and
the family to invest considerable time and other resources in the coping with the
aftermath of the injury. This financial impact was manifested in changes both to the
family’s financial status as well as career aspirations, but also the relationships within
their family system.

“He Can Never Work Again”
All of the participants experienced significant financial challenges in the wake of
the injury. Some of the participants’ challenges were as extreme as needing to sell their
home because they lost the income of the TBI survivor. Many also lost their health care
insurance because the injured person lost the employment that provided the insurance.
This loss of income subsequently forced families to alter the standard of living to which
they were accustomed. For example, the wife of an injured husband explained, “The
doctors deemed my husband as completely disabled so he can never work again. We took
a big cut in our income” (P13).
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Another wife noted that loss of her husband’s job resulted in her husband being
unable to get the treatment he needed due to their loss of insurance.
I kept calling the hospital to get my husband physical therapy but they wouldn’t
touch him because we didn’t have any insurance at the time. I think it sucks that it
takes something like this for you to wake up and smell the coffee type thing, but it
really does. It’s the saying you don’t appreciate what you have until its gone (P2).
While all of the families experienced a significant financial challenge in light of
the injury, the effects are varied widely. Even family traditions and small important
rituals were affected. For example, one of the parents explained that due to limited
money, they had to change their Christmas celebration. Moreover, they also described
feeling depressed because they had no idea about how much longer they would have to
suffer from the same financial situation.
Instead of getting a big Christmas tree and going out to the lot like we use to, we
just got a little plastic tree and there wasn’t the excitement because he was kind of
aware but not that excited. Several of the gifts are still wrapped under our bed
because we realized they were too difficult for him to put together. We’re
struggling and completely isolated. We know it’s going to be this way for a long
time. I mean I don’t really know when he is going to be out of a diaper, no one
knows when he is going to be able to swallow a pill, and we just don’t know (P3).
This participant’s comments also highlighted the ongoing nature of AL. It was
difficult to know how to predict the future or their loved one’s prognosis. This
alone represents significant sadness and preoccupation about the future.
The response of the wife of an injured man illustrated that working women
belonging to such families need to sacrifice their independence and career to manage the
requirements of the affected family member.
“I have to retire a year earlier than I had planned”. It would be very easy to dwell
on the hurt and what we’ve lost, and become bitter and the fear, and you know too
much of the focus on that would be bad. (P4).
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Additionally, when the individual with TBI was the breadwinner, the family often
experiences financial crisis, which can be as severe as requiring the family to go through
bankruptcy. One husband described this unfortunate consequence:,
We have lost 2 homes and had to file for bankruptcy because we lost her entire
pay, which was a lot of money. Everything in our life has changed. I take a
caretaker every time we go on vacation. The length of time we stay now is only
five days because that’s all [my wife] can handle. I make sure I have a caretaker
so I get some time to do my own thing for a little bit.
This husband’s attempts to enjoy a vacation came at considerable cost. If the family
members cannot care for the patient by themselves, the cost of respite care or of hiring a
caregiver can be expensive.
The traumatic injury of the family member has a financial impact on the standard
of living of the participants. Oftentimes this can be as extreme as the family needing to
sell their home due to the loss of income from the TBI survivor. Financial losses included
declaring bankruptcy, loss of income, loss of health care insurance, changes in leisure
time activities, and use of caretakers at great financial cost.

“They don’t Understand Why I Stay”
The participants also reported that their relationships were adversely affected by
the injury of their family member. For instance, the wife of a patient suffering from TBI
explained that before the accident of her husband, everyone could participate in family
activities. However, her husband’s injury changed the way he has been experienced by
the children, creating deep and conflictual feelings in the family.
Before the accident we would always play games on Friday nights but since the
accident we don’t do that anymore. I would say my husband has become invisible
and our family has a huge divide in it. Well, now my kids hate him and there’s no
fixing that. My kid’s will say “I wish he would just go” or “I wish you would
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leave him.” They don’t understand why I stay but I tell them “One day you will
understand” (P1).
While many of the effects for TBI on the family are stressful and disconcerting,
some were positive. The wife of an injured man reacted positively to their new postinjury circumstances. She stated that injury of her husband allowed them to reexamine
their lives and their relationship.
We have a newfound foundation, a newfound love, and a newfound everything. I
tell him I hate that this has happened and I hate all the pain he has gone through
but it has been a new start for us and we’re so much stronger now than we ever
have been. There is good that can come out of it (P2).
The responses of the participants showed that traumatic injury had a variety of
negative impacts on their relationships. The survivor is not often capable of performing
their normal responsibilities and fulfill their previously held family role as a result an
ability to connect with loved ones. Partners and children can find this painful and cause
for creating distance from the individual with TBI or other family members. On the other
hand, it can also be argued that it TBI offers an opportunity for family members to create
innovative ways of building relationships based on love and support.

“She Went into Retirement Early”
By observing the participants in this study, two types of experience were noted in
the participants. First, spouses of TBI patients described their loss as that of partner in
terms of soulmate, and friend. They expressed grief about losing the second part of their
life, which is typically experienced with a spouse in retirement or leisure activities. This
was no longer a possibility for them, and they looked forward with real uncertainty and
felt preoccupied with the hope that they could return to the dream of spending their later
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years with the individual whom they loved most. Many emphasized that while they could
see their spouse on a daily basis in an intimate setting, the deep soul connection to them
was no longer present after TBI. The partner’s grief seemed to arise from the fact that
although many still slept in the same bed with their loved one, ate with them and went on
outings and church together, the essence of their partner was absent. This caused
considerable sadness and a rollercoaster of hope and hopelessness.
Parents of children with TBI struggled in a different way, although their grief was
real and ongoing. Their grief reflected their sense of loss of the dreams and hopes they
had for their children. These parents seemed to feel a sense of failure, as they had been
unable as parents to protect their child from harm. One father stated, “I wish it was me
that had to go through this rather than my son.” There was a decided sense of
hopelessness because they could not make their child better. This phenomenon was even
present when the child was not living at home when the injury occurred. In response to
this experience one parent retired early to care for their injured teenage child, while
another another couple came out of retirement in order to become full-time caregivers for
their young adult son who was in a chronic vegetative state. Thus, the typical
developmental stages of the parents was interrupted and the despair they felt was
palpable. Therefore, spouses and partner were often effected by not being able to move
through relationship stages fluidly because of the additional caregiving roles and the
adjustments that followed the injury and parents had to re-experience earlier parental
stages of caregiving as their child with TBI regressed cognitively, physically, and
emotionally.
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Theme 3: Family Member Appraisals of Intervention Programs
This theme describes the responses of the participants when asked about
intervention programs they have attended after the injury of their loved one. The majority
of the participants reported engaging in research specifically looking for information to
help them understand what was happening. They reported that they did this because of
the limitations they experienced in regards to information received from their health care
provider and from existing programs and interventions.

“The Closest Thing to Being Helpful…”
Regardless of the differences in the care required by the survivor and the type of
brain injury, almost all the respondents in this study highlighted the significance of
education, financial assistance, communication and collaboration with community
support. Only one of the 16 participants, who was the wife of a TBI survivor noted her
appreciation for the hospital staff and their work:
I wasn’t offered any support or referrals but there was a social worker at the
hospital and he helped me get the forms to start getting state disability. But that
was about all he did. There was a nurse at the rehab that helped us the most. [The
nurse] gave me a packet that had TBI, like what to expect. So he was probably the
closest thing to being helpful. He’s the one that told me to keep a diary or bring
pictures. He would tell us positive ways to help [my husband] (P13).
However, nearly everyone interviewed reported that although they were assigned
a social worker, they did not feel that they provided pertinent recommendations or
interventions related to their injured family member. However, nurses and other staff
members offered suggestions for which the participants were grateful. The husband of a
TBI survivor described how he was assisted in the hospital by these staff members:
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While we were at the hospital in ICU, they have a social worker that is assigned
to every case, but she was worthless. A friend had to tell me about filing for social
security otherwise I would have never known to do it. The social worker did
nothing other than say “How do you feel today”? And I wanted to say, “How do
you think I feel today? My partner is lying there on the bed, which she could die.”
The nurses were phenomenal and we are friends with many of them still today.
They were the ones who gave me all the information I needed. They would tell
me I needed to get some sleep so I had the energy to be strong. The nurses also
told me about some books I could read. And those really helped me a lot (P16).
Participants felt particularly frustrated that they did not receive the
recommendations and resources from social workers that they expected. Nor did they
describe social worker interventions that targeted their feelings of isolation, loss, and
fear. However, the nursing staff offered the families the greatest and most significant
kind of support for participants in this study.

“Support Was More About His Rehab”
The participants overall reported a significant lack of support from existing
programs. In general they noted a lack of emotional support, but also lack of guidance
and informational support. Their descriptions of interventions offered included concerns
that no one addressed the family as a whole, particularly the family system’s ability to be
a source of strength for each other. For example, one mother discussed her experience
with a provider who did not give much consideration to her family’s level of stress:
No emotional support was offered to me and the kids. It was just me, my kids and
other family. I never got information [about managing a TBI] ever until I started
my own support group. [The healthcare providers] don’t do it for the survivor and
they don’t do it for the caregivers, neither one across the board. They don’t do
anything for emotional support. They didn’t tell you what it looks like if you’re
struggling and say “Here are some options, go to counseling” ( P3).
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Overall, the participants noted that the current intervention programs in the
hospitals focused on issues of rehabilitation, caring for one’s injured family member, and
how to support their recovery while leaving out emotional support for family members.
One woman reported, “There wasn’t anything like mental health services offered.
Mental health support was more about his rehab” (P6).
Another woman recounted her disappointing experience: “We weren’t offered any
services for myself, or my family. Of course my husband was offered physical therapy but
no emotional support was offered to us, nor did we get any referrals” (P2).
The mother of an injured child also shared the same viewpoint and stated that
although they had a prolonged hospital stay, the social service center of the hospital did
not tell them how to find additional assistance. Consequently, the family had to search for
their own counseling group. They eventually found their own resources.
No services were ever offered to us. For 11 days we were at the hospital and
[social service] didn’t even know we were there. I asked if the hospital had any
family housing because we lived far away and all they did was give me a card that
said to call 211, which is actually for homeless people. I just didn’t think that was
right. No services were ever offered, like, you know, “Do you need this, do you
need that, do you need a shower?” None of that stuff was even talked about. I got
my daughter her own counseling. While we were in the third rehab I met a woman
that had started her own TBI support group. She came once a month and I went to
that. The hospital didn’t offer it to me though. She came in on her own because
her husband had suffered a TBI and she wanted to help other families (P11).
The participants reported that the current available programs focus mostly on the
educational needs of the family members to understand the effects of TBI but did not
focus on supporting the family. Furthermore, these programs did not address the more
complex issues that participants faced, such as self-doubt, stress and anxiety and
frustration with changes in family roles. Participants described the need for more
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comprehensive interventions that included both family function issues and caregiver
wellbeing, along with the education that is offered about TBI.

“I Did My Own Research”
Participants in this study seemed to become empowered through identifying
resources and doing their own study about their loved one’s condition. Since the
participants were not satisfied with the services offered by the intervention programs or
the health care providers, they looked for whatever resources they could find. In the
course of seeking out this information, many families found additional social support in
online communities and support groups. For example, the wife of an injured patient
searched social media for groups that offered her social support. She found one that was
specific to TBI.
The doctors told us he had a broken leg and fractured skull but they never used
the words TBI, so I did my own research to figure out what was wrong with him.
And after reading all the symptoms of TBI it was clear that’s what he had. I was
never offered any support services. I actually did my own research on Facebook
of all places, and found a TBI group. I found about three or four different groups I
signed myself up for on Facebook, so I can hear stories. And that is how I started
relating [to] what [my husband] is going through (P2).
The majority of the participants who sought out support groups found them to be
quite helpful, and often reported that sharing stories and experiences offered a sense of
healing. Existing networks of social support were accessed and offered further support, as
described by the wife of a TBI survivor:
I did some research on the internet about the issues the doctors were telling us
[that my husband] had. I didn’t understand what they were saying so I read
everything I could online. I go to a woman’s bible study group. I finally opened
up about what was going on and one of the other ladies told me about a TBI group
I should go to. My husband was having a bad day that day but I made him go and
we met the leader. Her husband had a TBI and because there were no resources
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out there she started a TBI group. She also created a book that has everything you
need to know about TBI’s. I call it our bible for TBI’s (P5).
The foremost things that participants wanted from intervention programs were
emotional support and knowledge about TBI and its aftereffects, which they sought out
for themselves. However, participants did not describe many intervention programs that
addressed various emotional issues of participants such as frustration due to changing
role, isolation, anxiety and stress.

Theme 4: Experience with Intervention Programs
This theme reflects the responses of the participants when asked whether they
have experienced any emotional changes after involvement in an intervention program.
The goal of this question was to determine whether issues of AL had been addressed
sufficiently for those participants who described symptoms of AL after their loved one’s
TBI.A number of intervention programs have been developed for people experiencing
some form of grief and loss. The first, and most basic type, are those that provide family
education and support
The second set of interventions can be described as providing family psychoeducation to the concerned family members and caregivers. The third set of interventions
is practiced by certified family counselors and therapists, and is labeled as family therapy
The last and most complex of the types of interventions that may be used to
address AL are multifamily group (MFG) therapy (Behr, 1996).
TBI support groups and rehabilitation classes offered the participants a forum
where they can share their experiences with others coping with similar situations. It also
permitted them to gain understanding of different ways to cope with the injury and get a
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sense of time required for recovery. Few participants interviewed attended these
rehabilitation classes. The wife of the patient suffering from TBI explained,
The groups and classes at the rehab center were helpful because there were other
people in there with loved ones that are brain injured and everybody was a
different level, so everybody would tell their story and how they are dealing with
it and ways that they cope with things (P13).
Another participant, whose husband had TBI, explained her experience with the
TBI group:
The TBI support group was really helpful. It was there in the group that I learned
about all the feelings I was having towards my husband and his TBI. I felt like my
husband died and I felt so guilty. And the group told me that’s a normal feeling.
So that really helped me understand what I was feeling was normal and I’m not a
bad person. In the groups everyone is at different levels of recovery so you get to
hear so many different perspectives of, where you are now, where you’ve been or
where you are headed (P4).
Another participant explained how the group reduced a sense of emotional
isolation:
I think it is a relief… a relief to hear that other people are going through the same
thing and experiencing the same thing. It lets you feel that you are not alone, that
there is a whole other world out there that we knew nothing about (P2).
In addition, the TBI support groups were very helpful for participants. Being able
to freely share their feelings with others who had gone through similar experiences was
reported as comforting and lead to a sense of solidarity with others who were like they
were.

Theme 5: Advice and What Helps (Families of TBI patients, or AL Experienced in
the Aftermath of TBI?
Participants described what helped them recover from the consequences of TBI.
They identified faith and knowledge as two key components that allowed them to
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restructure a sense of meaning about what happened to them and their loved one.

“Be Your Own Advocate”
Most participants reported that they had not received adequate information and
support from their healthcare providers. But they also noted how important knowledge
and education was to their process of coping and healing after the accident. In this case
most turned to books and the Internet to find this education. For example, a wife of an
individual suffering from TBI found reading books about TBI very helpful, since this
activity exposed her to the experiences of others with the same situation. She reported,
Reading books about TBIs helped me so much. It’s like a domino thing. Finding
this one from one person and then another. I think you need to be your own
advocate. There are so many stigmas around TBI’s because mental health issues
come with it. I think you have to be proactive and just start asking questions and
research and if someone tells you that you’re crazy move on to another source and
find [a different] support group (P5).
Similarly, another participant noted the importance of getting accurate
information about TBI and the experience of family caregivers:
“I would encourage people to do your own research. Look for support groups
because they are out there but no one may tell you about it. Be proactive even if
you don’t have money” (p12).
Another participant stated, “…There are books for whatever level you are ready for at
the time. Just try to educate yourself” (P13).

“This Is In God’s Hands”
While knowledge and education were really important to participants’ coping
process, six participants reported that their faith in God was a crucial component to their
life while they experienced the challenging effects of the TBI:
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Well, just getting through the day to day care is grueling that sometimes I just
don’t even have time to think about it and then when I do, I think, well, there’s
nothing I can do about it. So we are very faithful believers. So when we get to that
point we just say, “This is in God’s hands.” Because if I worry about it or think
about it too much, I can just send myself in to a deep depression (P3).
In the same line, the wife of another TBI survivor, talked about how her spiritual
beliefs created positive meaning around her husband’s injury and subsequent recovery:
I have a strong faith so when I got to the hospital the first thing that everyone was
saying was that it was a miracle. I just felt like I had angels there, and my nurses
were all Christians every single one of them and they were all praying for us. My
husband tells people it was the best thing that ever happened to him. Many people
don’t know what to say but it was a life changer. It was God putting his thumb on
him basically telling him to wake up and make some changes (P6).
Seeing these life-changing events as connected to a more stable and continuous
feature of their lives—spirituality—seemed to be comforting and encouraging for
these participants.

“Someone Bought Me a Journal”
Participants noted a common benefit from journaling about their experience,
specifically note taking and collecting pictures of the situations at different stages of the
recovery process. The participants reported that these pictures and notes helped them to
realize how their family member was affected by their TBI as well as how much that
family member had recovered. One of the participants, who was the husband of a TBI
survivor shared his experience:
There is a website you can sign up for and have all your family members sign up
to follow. That saved me from making a thousand phone calls. I wrote 600 pages
chronicling my wife’s journey and we took pictures as well from day three to
month five. The pictures I feel, are valuable because I often go back and show
[my wife] if she’s having a bad day, how far she’s come (P16).
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The wife of a patient suffering from TBI also shared her experience about
journaling. In this process she described the phases of her husband’s treatment. Because
her husband was unable to recall all the events where all the events of the injury and the
hospitalization experience. However, his wife’s journals helped him understand the
timeline of the events that manifested after his injury.
[The hospital staff] wouldn’t let me see my husband at first so a friend of mine
brought me a journal. I had everyone sign it and then I started writing in it. With
head injuries they don’t always remember a lot. So when my husband was ready I
let him read my journal and see the pictures I took. He could only read little bits at
a time. When he read the whole thing we cried together. He didn’t remember how
bad it was and what we went through or experience the emotional pain that we did
(P6).
Keeping a journal helped not only the TBI survivor understand his injury, but also
captured the feelings and experiences of their significant other. It also provided hope as
the patient’s progress and the significant other’s coping and resilience was reviewed later.

“I Know Who My Friends Are Now”
Support from family members and friends also played a significant role in coping
with the aftereffects of TBI. In general, this support helped the caregiver, and helped the
families realize the value of their emotional connection to other loved ones. One
participant reported, “I have a pretty strong family. Like my kids are very strong and we
were very supportive. We’ve always been close even before the accident. I really think
that having acceptance in the family is big for me” (P2).
The wife of a TBI patient also mentioned that incidents such as devastating as
TBI help people to clarify the importance of the relationships they have with friends and
others and redefine their relationships.
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I have a very strong family support, I mean just from my own kids. I also have a
small circle of friends that are a great support and I think that helps. This incident
has actually made me see who my close friends were and they have helped me
through seeing the new person [my husband has become] and the new life. It
forces you to redefine those relationships. You know the ones that have accepted
him and who he is and not expecting him to be like he used to be (P12).
Friends and family members in some cases helped spouses of individuals with
TBI how to relate to their brain injured loved one, and offered support as life and
relationship changed. The participants’ efforts to seek out interventions, information, and
the support of others illustrated how challenged they felt as they tried to learn how to
cope with their loved one’s TBI and the resulting relationship changes.

Unexpected Findings
After reflecting on the interviews of these participants, two points stood out which
were also noted in the investigator’s field notes. The first offers the viewpoint of an
exception to the almost unanimous experience of AL. One participant (#X) reported that
the TBI did not negatively impact their lifestyle, even though the affected spouse was in
rehab for over one year and never returned to work. This participant reported that the
patient’s neurosurgeon was particularly supportive and accessible, to the point of
providing his personal cell phone for any questions or support needed at any time. The
participant explained that this was due to the couple’s insider status within the treating
organization. This couple was referred to personal therapy for both members, couples
therapy, and a support group. This was the only couple that received referrals for mental
health. Participant X reported that because therapy was immediately sought, AL
symptoms had been addressed in therapy very quickly after the TBI occurred. This was
what minimized the secondary symptoms of depression and anger because Participant X
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was prepared to address these symptoms when they arose. This was a vivid exception to
the other participants who were left to find their own referral sources through the internet
or by word of mouth.
Second, at the end of the interviews, the investigator asked participants if they had
heard of the term Ambiguous Loss. Without exception, none had heard of this term. When
AL was explained to them in terms of having a family member who is psychologically
absent but physically present, the affect of 15 of the 16 participants changed. They
immediately became excited, smiled, and began to reiterate their experiences in the light
of their new understanding of AL. These responses supported face validity of the research
questions. Participant X reported familiarity with the ideas underlying AL, but did not
have a name for what was experienced. In contrast, the other participants received the
explanation of AL with more excitement and hopefulness that there was an identifier for
their experience that they had not heard.
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION
This study employed interviews with the family members of patients with TBI,
SCI and serious MVA injuries. This section of the study reviews the voices of the
families who experienced ambiguous loss due to their family member’s TBI.

Theme 1: Psychological Experience of Adult Family Members who Experience a
TBI of a Family Member
Participants expressed a sense of shock and numbness upon learning of the
magnitude of their loved one’s injuries. Confusion and lack of clarity marked their
experience in the early days after the injury. They described disbelief that this could be
happening to them as well as the lack of recognition by others that the TBI constituted an
ongoing loss for them. Boss observed that the experience of ambiguous loss is typically
traumatic because of one’s incapability to resolve the circumstances and includes shock,
numbness, and societal failure to recognize the loss. The ongoing nature of ambiguous
loss creates more challenges for the families who are experiencing it as the participants in
this study noted as they described role shifting, changing responsibilities, and relationship
reorganization. The findings of the research carried out by Boss (2004) indicated that
ambiguous loss can have a negative impact on the family relationships and can lead to the
collapsing of families. In line with the current research, this study also found that TBI
had a significant effect on the family members of the survivor. It was essentially the
preoccupation, exclusive attention on the ill individual that leads to the emotional
suffering that a person experiences when they lose something or someone they care
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about. This depletes the caregiver’s energy and sometimes diminishes their ability to
interact meaningfully with others in the family.
In this study, participants described that presence of a medically ill person
suffering from TBI as having a significant influence on their lives. These findings
highlight the impact of TBI on the families and alterations in the role of family members,
in much the same way described by Gan, Campbell, Gemeinhardt, and McFadden (2006).
From previous studies, as well as this current study it can assumed that people suffering
from a TBI or other traumas require additional and ongoing support.
The majority of the participants in this study experienced an emotional shock
when they first saw their family member in an injured situation and struggled to make
meaning of their injury and the implications for their relationship with the injured
individual.
The participants reported that their experience of sorrow and loss affected the
dynamics of the individual as well as the family as a unit. The responses of the
participants also revealed that family members of the survivor experienced emotional
symptoms of distress. This finding was in line with the work of Brooks and McKinlay
(1983) that illustrated that any changes in personality of the survivor can have a negative
impact on the family members leading to stressful conditions.
Participants reported that their experience of not knowing their loved one’s
prognosis turned out to be extremely stressful for the family members The participants in
this study stated that they were not provided with sufficient understanding of the
consequences of the injury, which left them perplexed and uncertain about what was
happening to their loved one, what kind of treatment was needed, and what they should
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do. In fact, some participants said that they initially did not even understand what a TBI
was or what effects they should expect over time. Nevertheless participants reported that
after experiencing an intense shock of their family members’ injury, they were able to
regain equilibrium and could perform important actions to deal with the situation. Some
participants even performed extensive research and visited brain organization to find
more about TBI and its consequences.

Theme 2: How do Families Experience Ambiguous Loss?
Many participants in this study described aspects of their experience living with
TBI in terms of AL, although they did not use the term ambiguous loss. They described
being unable to understand what was told them about their loved one or not being
information they could comprehend about their loved one’s condition or prognosis. This
could be due to the fact that given the nature of brain injuries, it is very difficult for
medical providers to always accurately predict, or state with confidence the expected
outcome of a patient with TBI. Without having all the information needed about their
loved one they were unable to predict what would happen and therefore were not able to
gain a much-needed sense of mastery over their situation. Boss (1999) pointed out that
mastery is a critical component in tolerating an ongoing trauma such as AL. It was only
when the participants researched TBI and associated outcomes that they began to gain
some emotional equilibrium. However, some of the participants discussed their sense of
ongoing loss and were not able to see an end to the challenges and sadness they felt about
losing their loved ones as they were before TBI. The ongoing nature of TBI was
frequently mentioned by participants, consistent with the ongoing quality of AL.
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The participants in this study described symptoms of ambiguous loss which typically
leads to the loss of hopes and dreams. Ambiguous loss hampered the everyday
functioning of the family. Most of the participants explained that they were often forced
to put their celebrations or vacations on hold due to the incident and its consequences.
The family members who functioned as caregivers experienced significant concerns
associated with the changes in their roles in the family as well as their changing
interactions with the patient.
Participants reported that their loss was not acknowledge by medical staff or
others, even though others may have expressed support for them in their challenging
circumstances. Spouses described changing the way they related to their brain injured
partner and being forced to view them in ways other than an intimate significant other.
This was due to their perception that although their partner was physically present, they
were no longer fully emotionally or psychologically the same, hence their sense of loss.
Family members took on responsibilities to compensate for the absent participation of
their injured loved one. As observed above, the responses of family members varied
when they functioned as caregivers to someone who has suffered a medical trauma.
While it is evident from the responses of the participants that individual family members
are significantly affected by the stress of having a close family member injured as well as
by the tasks associated with caring for them, the larger family system is also affected.
Families also made a number of changes in their regular activities lifestyle due to the
needs of the patient and the changed priorities in allocation of resources.
Similar to Boss’ (1999) findings, participants found it helpful to have ongoing
contact with social connections, church, and extended family members. This seemed to
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help them feel connected to the life they had before TBI. Other participants became
isolated as a way to protect their injured loved one, or to avoid questions. This isolation
often leads to depression and emotional immobilization (Boss, 1999).
At the end of the interviews with the participants, the author introduced and
defined the concept of ambiguous loss. The vast majority of the participants expressed
agreement that this term offered them a way to name their experience, and that it made
sense of their vague yet strong emotional responses. This supported Boss’ (2007)
recommendation that intervention with individuals who are experiencing ambiguous loss
should begin with an explanation of the concept in order to validate their experience and
gave them a way to recognize that their reactions were expected responses to an
unmanageable situation.
All participants completed the Boundary Ambiguity questionnaire in order to
correlate BA with the experience of ambiguous loss. The questionnaire was designed to
measure BA at any given time, specifically, the time of administration. Many of the
participants were puzzled as they completed the questionnaire, and asked whether they
should respond according to the time of the injury, or the current time. They reflected on
the breadth of their experience and had difficulty identifying a time period in respect to
their responses. Higher scores indicated higher levels of BA, and no cutoff points are
given in the instrument to indicate low, medium or high BA. Scores varied significantly
across participants, as the researcher observed participants reflect and talk about various
experiences they had over the years since the TBI. Scores were calculated after the
interviews. It was noted that the interviews manifested high levels of ambiguous loss and
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boundary ambiguity that were often not reflected in the BA questionnaire. These scores
did not seem to substantiate the levels of BA and were therefore not analyzed.

Theme 3: Do Current Intervention Programs Address Ambiguous Loss Issues?
Support programs for TBI are classified into three types. However, from the
responses of the participants it was revealed that these intervention programs did not
appear to address ambiguous loss that family members experienced. . Most of the
participants participated in a type of intervention program that presented psychoeducation to the concerned family members and caregivers. However, this type of
intervention program was focused on caretaking responsibilities and education about TBI
and did not address emotional issues such as frustration due to changing role, anxiety and
stress. This finding was in line with Campbell’s (2003) study, which suggested that these
interventions rarely address the emotional experience of the family members. The
participants in this study suggested that in light of their experiences, current interventions
were too limited to meet their needs, as they needed to be able to have support as they
discussed their quality of life, wellbeing, and life satisfaction.
The assistance of the social workers in the hospital and rehab settings was not
appreciated by the participants. They indicated that the care and attention provided by the
social workers was inadequate for their needs, requiring them to receive help from other
TBI family members or by seeking out support interventions themselves. This was
influenced in one case by the family member’s inside status and social capitol. Lack of
referrals by healthcare providers might be influenced by stereotypes of TBI patients that
includes impulsivity, psychiatric diagnoses, and high risk behaviors such as drinking,
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substance abuse, reckless driving, or acting without regard to personal safety (Perron &
Howard, 2008).
The support groups formed by the people experiencing whose loved ones had TBI
allowed the participants to share their experiences with others and find strategies to cope
with their responsibilities of caring for, or living with a brain injured family member.
Since none of the participants spontaneously used the term ambiguous loss, it is assumed
that they did not know about it and had not heard it mentioned in any support group or
intervention forum. Therefore, although their emotional experience of shock and sadness
was addressed in the support groups, many of their symptoms of AL such as isolation,
ongoing trauma, mastery, and boundary ambiguity were never directly addressed in any
intervention that they described.

Theme 4: Change in the Emotional Experience of the Participants After
Involvement in an Intervention Program
This theme chiefly draws a discussion on the responses of the participants
regarding the change in emotional experience after being involved in an intervention
program. Among various interventions the participants found multi-family group
therapies and rehabilitation classes exceptionally helpful. These forms of interventions
allowed the participants to share their experiences with others who were coping with the
similarly injured family members. It allowed the participants to gain understanding of
different ways to cope with the injury. This finding was consistent with Dennison, (1999)
who found that multi-family group therapy assisted in addressing intimate issues for
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families. And helped the caregivers learn from each other’s experiences, diminishing
their sense of isolation.
Linstone & Turoff, (1975) revealed that discussions held in these multi-family
therapies helped individuals air their concerns as well as receive feedback and
reassurance from others in similar conditions. Role playing helped them to address their
frustrations or empathize with the experiences of others. It appears that family therapy or
multi-group therapeutic interventions is a most effective intervention for families
experiencing ambiguous loss in the aftermath of a traumatic injury to a family member.

Theme 5: Advice about What Helps
Participants were asked what helped them to recover from the consequences of
TBI. Knowledge about traumatic injury and its consequences helped to enhance the
recovery process and also lead to the development of new and effective interventions. In
order to effectively cope with TBI and ambiguous loss it was essential to acquire
adequate understanding of the phenomenon. Some of the participants indicated that
interventions were not enough to sort their queries regarding TBI and ambiguous loss.
Therefore these participants carried out their own research work to enhance their study
about TBI and its consequences. These participants joined various groups and forums on
social networking websites where they found social and emotional support.
In addition to knowledge, faith and religion also assisted people in making crucial
decisions and finding meaning in their experience. The participants reflected that family
members of the survivor of TBI had strong faith in their God.
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Families shared their experiences and desires for the future services that they
hoped could be provided to families following a TBI. The participants expressed the
hope that healthcare practitioners would provide them with fundamental knowledge
about TBI and its consequences. They also desired information regarding the strategies
for coping with ambiguous loss. The literature speaks of different types of groups or
programs available to families yet only one type of intervention program was located
throughout a large search of Southern California (White, Klein, 2008). This was a multigroup intervention program. While this is a useful program, the participants
recommended additional interventions that allows family members a place to gather and
obtain educational information regarding the nuances of AL.
Most of the families reported not getting any referrals or information regarding
services or support for themselves or other members in the family system, which required
them to find their own services. Timing of services appears to also be an important factor
as reported by the participants. While families are in the crisis phase they are often not
open to hear about future services or referrals for a chronically impaired loved one, since
they are still hoping for the best possible outcome and a return to the pre-injury state.
However families did report that they needed support and preparation for what was
coming next, and information about how to prepare themselves and their family members
for the possibility of living the rest of their lives with a brain injured individual. All of the
participants reported that social workers asked what they needed but because this is the
first exposure to such a situation, they could not instruct their social workers how to help
them. This was very frustrating for the participants, and unfortunate since so many of the
participants later had to deal with financial and legal issues. The decrease in income for
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so many participants, as well as bankruptcy, and changes in standard of living were issues
that could have been addressed before they met with devastating financial crises.
There is plenty of literature regarding who should facilitate the various support
groups available to families. The question really is about how much support versus
therapy is appropriate for each level of care as patients and families move through the
recovery process.
Much of the research regarding the effects and interventions of trauma is focused
solely on the recovery process of the patient. Little is discussed regarding the direct
effects that a loss has on the family members as a group of related and interacting
individuals. For example, standard medical practice includes placing families in a waiting
area or family conference room where they must wait for information regarding the status
of their family member when they are first admitted to the hospital. During this time,
numerous physicians examine their loved one and they undergo many diagnostic
procedures and may even have emergency lifesaving surgery before their family
members are able to see them. In addition to having to wait to learn about their loved
one’s initial hospital admission status, families may be told by healthcare providers that it
could take weeks or months before anyone can know how their loved one will fare in the
long term The shock and ambiguity regarding the patient’s level of pain, news of the
extent of injuries, and prognosis, often starts the family on the emotional rollercoaster
consisting of hope, helplessness, and despair. No participant described healthcare
provider comments or interventions that addressed the way their family as a whole could
be affected by the presence of a brain injured family member. Nor was it suggested to
any participant that their family relationships and communication patterns would be
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challenged. This appears to be a major gap in services for such families who described
significant negative family impacts after TBI.

Conclusion
Participants in this study described numerous symptoms of ambiguous loss,
however, they did not have a name for their experience. They were largely dissatisfied
with the interventions and lack of more useful recommendations for counselling and
support groups. They expressed frustration at not being able to understand what was
happening to their loved one, or the way they and their family was reacting to their
injured family member.
Ambiguous loss offers a reasonable lens to understand the experience of family
members of TBI patients. The impact that ambiguous loss can have on families is an
increasingly important issue for nurses and other healthcare providers who are
responsible for the care of patients suffering from traumatic injuries. This research study
explored the presence of ambiguous loss experienced by the families of the patients with
TBI which was reported to be distressing and immobilizing for the participants.
The findings suggest that online support groups and the participant’s own research have provided forms of services to these families who have suffered a loss and
are looking for support through the recovery process. However, these resources are not
always easy to find.
Unfortunately, loss does not always have a clear and concise definition in lived
experience. Because of this, many interviewed families are struggling with the aspects of
a loss that is ambiguous, ongoing, and traumatic. the losses described in these cases of
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TBI are such things as loss of dreams, future goals and life plans, careers, relationship
changes, role confusion, and shifts in the family system. Traditional grief and loss
programs that focus on getting past one’s sadness and getting closure cannot fully address
the ongoing concerns that families suffering from AL face on a daily basis. Therefore,
programs are needed that address the effects that AL has on families and that normalizes
the unique symptoms of AL..
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CHAPTER SEVEN
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of the Study
The term traumatic accident acts as an umbrella for incidents that take place
suddenly and lead to devastating impacts on a person’s health and functional capacity. .
Motor vehicle injury is one of the most common traumatic accidents that result in brain
injuries. Such incidents can lead to permanent or temporary disabilities and cognitive
deficits. In addition such types of accidents can lead to negative responses such as
depression and irritability. Even though medical literature reports that individuals
suffering from these injuries require assistance in order to comprehend and cope with the
enduring consequences of the incidents, few intervention programs are designed to
educate injured individuals and their families regarding the effects of AL.
Unfortunately, the majority of the support groups and intervention programs only
provide education and support components for the injured individual. These interventions
do not address the emotional responses of the family members. Moreover, the features
and the steps involved in these intervention programs are not always clear to the
survivors and family members joining the programs. Therefore, this study was designed
to bridge this gap and expand the literature addressing the experience and needs of the
family with a medical trauma. The chief purpose of the study was to analyze the key
elements of existing intervention programs that address trauma to determine if ambiguous
loss was addressed. The study identified some elements of existing programs that are
helpful, but also a number of gaps.
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The progress in the medical technology for critically ill patients has led to
enhanced rates of survival that results in many more patients increased severity of TBI. It
is therefore important to identify recommendations to improve services to families who
must cope with relating to such severely injured individuals in their lives.
The participants reported that in the initial process of injury, they experienced a
lack of understanding and clarity as well as lack of emotional support. Important to note
is that the health care system at this phase in the process rarely takes into account the
stress and changes in the family system itself because they are focused on enhancing the
survival of the patient and minimizing the immediate effects of brain injury. In addition,
although most hospitals provide crisis management, family members of injured
individuals may not receive assistance to help them cope with their own emotions
associated with the accident.
The findings from the current study illustrate that most interventions that are
relevant to family members of TBI patients such as support groups formed by various
community members, do not take into consideration interpersonal concerns or family
systems-related issues associated with TBI. Rather, they may assume that the family is
healthy and stable, and can significantly assist the patient with their recovery and manage
their own emotional issues. Many rehabilitation intervention programs tend to focus more
on the educational needs of the family members than on supporting them emotionally.
They may also be provided at a time when the family is still uncertain about the
prognosis of their loved one and they may be unable to determine what information is
relevant to them when they attend educational groups. Educational groups offered in the
hospital setting are typically not designed to address the more complex issues that
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participants are likely to face, such as self-doubt, stress and anxiety and frustration with
changes in roles. (Boss & Dahl, 2014; Guidry et al., 2013).
It was anticipated that the findings of this study would offer insight about the
interventions that can be adopted by agencies to provide families with the tools to cope
with ambiguous loss. It is hoped that the outcomes of this study will initiate further
research by highlighting modifications to improve existing intervention programs, and
the development of interventions that will address AL for families with a brain injured
member.

Implications of the Study
Implications for Research
This research was an initial step to describe the symptoms of AL in family
members who are living with TBI patients, and to identify common elements of
intervention programs that address the emotional needs of family members caring for
individuals who experience traumatic accidents. This is the first attempt to apply the
theory of ambiguous loss to this population.
The primary goal of providing support services to families following a TBI should
be to aid families in understanding how AL affects the family dynamic as well to
normalize their responses to a confusing grief. Through the understanding of the concepts
of AL families can acquire the ability to recreate meaning, renegotiate family roles,
rituals and expectations and thus, increase family satisfaction and decrease psychological
symptoms such as depression, anxiety and ambivalence.
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Based on the responses of the participants to the Boundary Ambiguity
questionnaire, it was clear that the experience of ambiguous loss and the level of
boundary ambiguity changes according to the period of time since the TBI. Data
collection at three months, two and ten years after TBI may demonstrate how BA
changes with time. Therefore it would be helpful to refine the BA instrument to
understand the family experience of BA over time and over the developmental trajectory
of the injury and subsequent recovery.
Qualitative data from the current study could be used to form a quantitative
questionnaire that could be used to identify the presence of ambiguous loss in families of
TBI patients. For example, the presence of preoccupation with the prognosis, role
shifting, ritual and holiday changes, family chore reassignment, and direct questions
regarding the experience of family members about the loved one’s simultaneous presence
and absence. Such a tool could be helpful for clinicians to identify families for referral to
clinicians who can address ambiguous loss issues.
Program evaluation research should be performed on an education program that
remains to be developed that would address ambiguous loss in families with TBI. If
ambiguous loss is explicitly included in family therapy or a multifamily group
intervention, researchers can measure pre- and post- depression and anxiety levels as
secondary manifestations of ambiguous loss. It is hypothesized that ambiguous loss will
remain as a constant even with intervention, however, the symptoms of poor coping and
helplessness and relationship disintegration should diminish with intervention.
The literature suggests that MFG tends to be the most successful format utilized
for family caregivers and other family members who face an ongoing challenging
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diagnosis of a loved one. The goal of an MFG is to provide educational information while
providing a format for peer support for families. Campbell (2003) reported that providing
family interventions following a traumatic accident can improve the overall functioning
and emotional health of the family. This format also provides a safe place for children to
share their experiences with other families who have experienced a TBI in their family.
Family life education may be a useful tool to utilize a systemic lens to strengthen
individuals and families suffering the afteraffects of TBI (Bredehoft & Walcheski, 2009).
Some examples of topics covered by FLE are parenting classes, pre-marital education,
marriage enrichment programs, family financial planning, and growth and development
through the life span. FLEs work within a preventative model by providing education to
families with the focus of preventing problems before they occur (Arcus 1999). Such
preventative education would serve families of TBI patients well, should they be
available and have training in this unique area of potential intervention.
On the other hand, marriage family therapists (MFT) or medical family therapists,
a subset of MFT therapists, may begin working with families that are unable to manage
their concerns (NCFR, 1998).
Unfortunately, it is not possible to prevent a loss or the reaction of grief.
However, the preventative aspect can focus on educating individuals and families
following a traumatic accident. This can provide valuable information preparing families
and individuals for changes that will directly affect the family system
It is recommended that future studies should acknowledge that there are severe,
moderate and mild forms of TBI, each with different levels of enduring cognitive and
emotional deficits. What may be true for families coping with a severe TBI in their loved
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one, may not be true for another with a very mild injury. The difference that research on
this topic can make is that these studies is that these studies could help the field
understand how different degrees of severity impact the family members’ experience of
ambiguous loss at the individual and family levels (Verhaeghe, Defloor, & Grydonck,
2004). For example, mild TBI may affect cognitive processing of complex information,
but not change one’s personality or functional abilities, while severe TBI may render an
individual unable to communicate, to maintain their balance, or to control bodily
functions. There is a wide range of consequences from TBI depending on the degree of
deficit that the patient sustains. The author hypothesizes that the experience of ambiguous
loss and helpful interventions will vary across these categories of injury.

Implications for Clinical Practice
It is anticipated that the current research will provide information to guide the
development of effective interventions to address ambiguous loss due to this type of
medical trauma. The participants described several intervention elements that they
believed would be helpful to others who were struggling in the aftermath of TBI. It is
anticipated by the researcher that the findings of the current research regarding the
ambiguous loss and TBI will lead to the development of strategies that improve the
existing multi-family group models (Boss, 2007). Because so many of the study
participants seemed to immediately grasp and apply the theory of AL to their
circumstances, AL should be explicitly introduced in multi-family meetings to normalize
the experience of participating families. If healthcare providers only attend to the
symptoms of AL such as depression, anger, anxiety and helplessness, symptoms can only
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be alleviated for approximately one year before returning. The core issue of AL needs to
be addressed in order to help families know what tasks they will need to address such as
reorganizing the family roles, gaining mastery, and reestablishing rituals if possible.
Being able to deal with these issues within the context of AL will help families identify
goals and provide a sense of meaning to their experience.
It is hoped that the findings from this study can also assist the healthcare workers
in understanding the ambiguous loss experience of patient families. Such information can
guide these professionals to a better understanding of the larger experience of the families
and therefore help them identify and offer additional services. Additionally the current
study can assist these practitioners in understanding the strengths and weaknesses of
specific interventions while support groups and psychoeducation about TBI provide vital
information and support for family members, their experience of AL must be addressed
in a way that will help them help their loved one. The stress that family members
experience in general and the distress of AL specifically have been found to be
detrimental to the healthy functioning of the family, to the execution of roles and duties,
and to the process of adjusting to the changes at hand (Cooper, Balamurali & Livingston,
2007). Families need more direct guidance and education regarding how to cope, what to
expect in themselves and their family, and how they may feel about their injured loved
one. Family therapists, FLE, and other professionals need to identify effective
interventions to reduce the distress and conflict that these individuals may face, as these
may persist for years after their loved one’s TBI (Richman & Cook, 2004).
Although experiencing a TBI is an overwhelming experience, every family might
not require therapy. However, every family will need some level of education about the
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process and journey of TBI. Education by an FLE about AL can benefit families if they
are approached before they leave the hospital about what symptoms of AL to watch for,
and how to manage issues as they arise. FLEs can offer tools and education to minimize a
sense of helplessness and to proactively support families with knowledge.
FLEs who wish to work with this population should be acquainted with medical
terminology, medical culture, and common procedures related to TBI. A knowledge of
family systems theory and the theory of AL so they can understand family issues as they
face TBI in their loved one. This understanding is necessary for FLEs who offer
workshops and education about TBI and other medical traumas.

Implications for Medical Practice
Ambiguous loss is only occasionally referenced in medical literature (CutilloSchmitter, 1996; Giovannetti, Ĉerniauskaitê, Leonardi, & Covelli, 2015; Kean, S., 2010).
The findings of the current research offer another opportunity to apply the theory of
ambiguous loss to a medical condition. Medical students, nursing students and
individuals who work rehabilitation and acute care with TBI patients need to understand
what AL is so they will recognize manifiestations of it when they interact with families
affected by TBI. Early intervention for families with TBI can prevent relational
breakdowns, leading to improved emotional outcomes for families and more prosocial
behavioral outcomes for the injured family member(Murphy & Rosen, 2006).
As illustrated by the experience of one participant in this study, social capitol and
privilege may influence the kind of resources that are offered, and level of care that is
provided to family members.
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The issues linked with TBI are debilitating and diverse. A variety of specialists
who address the spiritual, cultural, physical, relational, emotional and cognitive areas
associated with TBI need to understand how AL affects families and patients. Moreover,
efficiency of treatments is enhanced when the specialists collaboratively provide it and
have noted it in the medical record. On the other hand fragmented care and inconsistent
efforts to address AL in this population diminishes the effectiveness of care and further
stresses the family members (Weine et al., 2008). Educating the families and patients is
crucial to the successful recovery of the illness since the patients who understand the
problems associated with TBI can actively participate in the recovery process if their
cognitive abilities allow them to do so (Duncan & Goddard, 2010).
In fact, the recovery and rehabilitation is enhanced by the support and acceptance
of the family members. Some of the potential issues that may be addressed by healthcare
providers include fostering family acceptance and support, identifying resources,
building tolerance for ambiguity in the family system (Duncan & Goddard, 2010). In
addition, reconstructing identity and regenerating confidence are other key issues that
family therapists or family practitioners can address (Larson & Hoyt, 2007). Therefore,
the intersection of TBI and ambiguous loss is a clinical issue that requires adequate
training of FLE, family therapists and health care providers in order to effectively work
with families of TBI patients.
Although people experience multiple losses due to their health conditions, they
indicate a range of positive experiences and comfort during the occasion of high stress.
These positive states or experiences ought to be encouraged. There are many strategies
that can be adopted by the families to effectively cope with ambiguous loss while caring
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for a family member suffering from TBI (Calvete & Arroyabe, 2012). Some of the
strategies recommended by the study participants are listed below and may also be
included by healthcare providers in formal or informal interventions with patients and
their families:


Reflect on the losses that took place in the life of the individual suffering from
TBI and discuss your own life experiences also. Identify, express and share the
sorrows of the person. Such healthcare providers gain the trust of patients and
family members, and will be more likely sought out for resources or referrals, or
for discussion about their adjustment challenges. This reduces isolation that is
commonly noted in those suffering from AL.



Acknowledge the worth of the person suffering from TBI.



Presence of a case manager is highly recommended. A case manager is someone
who can help the family get through the myriad of things such as ordering
medical supplies, arranging for home services, etc.



It is rarely possible that family members of TBI patients will know ahead of time
what they need to help them cope, or what may happen to them financially or
relationally. This study points out the importance of social workers and other
healthcare staff to actively engage families to provide them with referrals for
therapists, marriage counselors if needed, support groups, psychoeducation
meetings, lists of relevant reading materials and websites, etc. Families should
not have to make their own efforts to find support (Cunningham, 2013).
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Families of TBI patients would benefit from frequent check-ins from social
workers, who are able to identify and discuss AL with them. This will enable
them to cope with the ongoing loss experience.



The hospital management could make good use of the time the families spend in
the waiting rooms by offering caregiver classes, first aid or CPR this preliminary
education is necessary before the injured family members are taken home. A
family conference with the doctor is suggested so that the family can understand
the level of function of their loved one Because anxiety often interferes with
comprehension, language should be used that family members can understand
(Klum, 2012), and opportunity should be given for questions and clarifications to
be made.



Families would benefit from a mentoring program that assists them to cope with
TBI, and to understand and manage symptoms of AL. Such a program could be
created and maintained by a rehabilitation facility for TBI patients.

Implications for Future Research
The wide-reaching effects of TBI represent an unexplored area for the future
researchers. Therefore, researchers that desire to perform a study on the related topic can
describe the impact of TBI at the interface of health care systems, communities, families
and individuals (Boss, 2010). The preliminary results and findings of the current study
can act as a base for the future studies to investigate the experiences of the individuals
suffering from TBI, particularly regarding the relevance of AL. Such studies will help to
develop effective strategies for preventing relational breakdown and alleviating isolation,
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depression, and a sense of helplessness in family members who experience AL (Boss,
2010).
In order to establish a more stable and strong foundation for coping with
ambiguous loss, it is essential to perform more quantitative research to identify the
prevalence of AL as well as the scope of symptoms, symptom intensity, what helps those
suffering with AL, and what interventions that address AL are most effective (Manning,
2013).
Culture is an important aspect that needs to be considered while treating a family
suffering from ambiguous loss. the current study can be adapted or replicated with a
more diverse cultural population to evaluate the presence of AL symptoms and to
determine efficiency of the current treatment interventions. Such research can help to
establish guidelines that not only assist the practitioners to address AL in cases of TBI,
but also volunteers and the community first responders.

Limitations
The study is limited by low racial diversity which may be due to the low number
of participants interviewed overall. The availability of participants was limited due to
lack of support or educational groups that were available to families of TBI patients.
Additionally, there were more female than male participants, thus providing a sparse
amount of data regarding how males with a family member with a TBI may experience
AL. Due to the nature of the study it was decided that children would not be interviewed.
However, understanding a child’s experiences following a father, mother or sibling
suffering a TBI can add a significant amount of knowledge for medical professionals
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when creating interventions or support groups. In spite of the practice of incorporating
more same sex couples into studies exploring the family system, this study included date
from only one same sex couple. This would not give a full understanding of the
experiences of same sex couples who experience TBI.

Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to explore families’ experience of interventions
provided following a TBI in a family member. This research aimed to identify whether
these intervention programs addressed the emotional needs of participants and if not,
what areas were not being addressed. This research also explored whether the
interventions equip participants with the ability to cope effectively with AL.
Participants acknowledged that the trauma created extreme emotions of anger,
fear, confusion and sadness that varied in severity. Through the interviews it was
expressed that many of the families felt ill equipped to handle these emotions. They were
inundated with information, diagnoses, and prognoses with which they felt overwhelmed.
Some of the participants reported that the medical professionals explained their loved
one’s situation in a way that they could understand. However, the majority stated that
they felt complete confusion about what was actually wrong with their family member or
even how severe the injury was. One common response from all of the participants was
that they did their own research via the internet or books to help them understand what
was happening with their family member.
Out of the 16 participants, all except one expressed dissatisfaction with the degree
of emotional support given to them in regards to their experiences. The participants
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expressed frustration with medical professionals who asked them “How are you doing? Is
there anything you need?” The response from families was that this was a new situation
for them and they were not sure what they needed and they wanted the medical staff to
more proactive in their approach with families and their needs. The study found that 15
out of 16 participants were not referred to any type of support group or counseling. The
15 participants found their own support through the internet or word of mouth about
exsisting groups that would aid in emotional support for family members, not solely the
survivor.
Based on the experiences of these families there appears to be a need to increase
the support given to families following a TBI or any traumatic accident. Medical
professionals typically focus on the patient which is understandable; however, at some
point focus needs to be aimed at the family of these survivors to help them address their
emotional needs as a result of the TBI.
Boss’ (1999) AL theory offers a framework to understand the experience of many
of these individuals. This study demonstrated that family members of individuals with
TBI experience numerous symptoms of AL that leads to shifts in meaning with regards to
the long term prognosis of their family member. The ambiguity of the prognosis and
length of time a family must wait in order to understand their loved one’s final level of
functioning contributes to the vast array of emotions experienced by the family and is a
topic missing from the support groups and interventions within this study. FLEs can play
an important role in providing educational workshops to minimize negative consequences
for families. It is anticipated that this important theory will shape future interventions by
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FLEs, family therapists, and healthcare providers to improve the experiences of these
challenged patients and families.
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APPENDIX
PERSONAL INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Personal details
Name / Code:
Age:
Sex:
Relationship with the patient:
Level of education:
Nature of educational qualification:
Number of family members living with you and the patient:
Interview schedule (Only to be used by interviewer)
1. Could you describe the nature of the injury your partner/parent/spouse has
experienced?
2. What did you experience when you were first told about the incident? Can you
describe the thoughts and emotions you felt?
3. What kind of information and support did you receive from different
professionals?
a. Who spoke to you? What was the setting in which you had these
conversations?
b. Were you asked to attend any family / group meetings? If yes, how many
such meetings were you asked to attend?
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4. Can you describe the emotions that you experienced regularly after the accident
but before talking to the professional? Was your relationship with other family
members affected as a result of the stressful situation you were in?
5. Have you experienced any change in these emotions since? What emotions and
thoughts do you have about the incident and about your family now?
a. If yes, Could you elaborate on the nature of these changes?
b. If no, would you be able to explain why these sessions did not help you?
6. How helpful was the information and the strategies provided to you? Can you
give some examples of how they have / have not helped?
7. Which particular thoughts or feelings related to the accident and its effect on
yourself and your family did the group sessions help you address? Could you
describe them?
8. How have these thoughts and feelings altered due to the sessions? Have these
changes helped you in your daily functioning and in your relationships? Could
you give examples?
9. Are there thoughts and feelings (that cause you distress) related to the accident
and its effect on yourself and your family that were not addressed in the sessions?
10. Could you describe these thoughts and feelings? What in your opinion will help
you to address these?
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11. How satisfied are you with the experience that the sessions provided for you
personally?

1
2
Very dissatisfied

3

4

5

6

7
Very satisfied

12. How satisfied are you with the experience of the sessions with regards to your
ability to cope with the accident, the patient and other family members?

1
2
Very dissatisfied

3

4

5

6

7
Very satisfied

13. To what extent do you think the sessions have helped you address the thoughts
and emotions that the accident has raised for you?

1
Very little

2

3

4
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5

6

7
Very much

